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Correspondence between the Director, Cultural

Affairs Department, Los Angeles, and Kosso
Eloul December 1981

Opposite Page; Canadac 1977 Civic Square,

Hamilton, Ontario

FOREWORD

Kosso Eloul

Toronto, Ontario Canada

Dear Kosso:

I was delighted to find out that you re

presented Canada at the Invitational

Henry Moore International Sculpture
Competition in Japan and that your

work "Zen-West 81" received the spe
cial distinction prize, I wish I could see

it now that it is part of the Hakone
Open Air Museum's permanent
collection.

It occurred to me that it has been

years since your work was seen in Los

Angeles and that in 1984 our city will

be the site of the Olympics. Since I
have become the director of the

Municipal Art Gallery we have shown

mostly work by Southern California
artists. In 1984, however, because of

the Olympics, will demand a much

more internationally-oriented program.
Is it conceivable that we could once

again work together, and that we could

mount an exhibition of maquettes for

your public sculpture? Something like

"Kosso Elou11964-84 - 20 years of

his sculpture in Canada?"
It would be wonderful if the exhi

bition could be accompanied by a

serious publication which would be
illustrated to show the more mental

sculptures ("In Situ"). which you have

been commissioned to do by the
Canadian cities/counties, etc. Perhaps

blow-ups too?

Obviously, such a publication needs

to be done under your supervision and
therefore in Canada. It could be used

as a promotional piece by the Canadian

authorities to point out their splendid

support of the arts which has not been

even approximated in Los Angeles.

Please let me know your reaction
and ideas.

Josine lanco-Starrels

Municipal Art Gallery

Barnsdall Park, Los Angeles

Dear Josine,

All sculptors daydream of doing
monumental works to be installed in

public places - (The small experi

mental and private works they do are

getting made somehow, anyhow.ll've

been exceptionally lucky many times

over to have experienced the ecstasy

of capturing a dream and putting it

down in some material - permanently

- in its own right scale, at an exciting
site.

At times my eyes still go hazy with

that far away look, standing in front of

some building or at some street inter
sections, it happens when I see 

actually see - a visualized sculpture

in that perfect location. All and any

imagined ideas germinating and

nagging, pressing to come out, for
months on end, or at times, a vision

triggered by the fresh encounter with

that specific site, at that very instant.

Sorry, I can't help it I visualize sculp

tures even when I float on my back in

some pool ... or while cutting bread
... or driving on distant roads.

Sculpture is in my blood like music in a

composer's mind. It's there, always

there, calling, and calling. My luck, the

many "lucks" I've been having, is to
experience and re-experience this

elation of the discovery and the

following achievement (when my

dream image takes shape in a maquette

form). The rest poses no unsurmount

able problem once the budget has

been established. The magic of

making something out of nothing ....
My personal need is to dream and

do and share it all; to exchange per
ceptions and accomplishments. I am

thankful to you Josine for providing

me with the excellent opportunity of

mounting this exhibit and for enabling

this catalogue to become a dialogue

between (me and my next work.

Kosso Eloul
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Kosso Sculpture
Off to Japan

Zen-West '80, a 10-foot-high stainless

steel sculpture by Kosso Eloul, has

made its first slow move to Tokyo from

Toronto, shepherded by the Toronto

office of Nippon Express Co.
From Tokyo, it will travel a few miles

to the lush, grassy spaces surrounding
Hakone Open Air Museum. Once

installed, the sculpture will stay

permanently based, yet appear to
strain inexorably to be on the move.

Kosso (his sculpture signature) regards

his latest work as a concept of con

trasts implying mobility and stability.
"It must create the illusion that the

sculpture moves there on the grass, or
is about to move."

Zen-West '80 is the sole Canadian

entry in the Second Henry Moore

Sculptor competition organized by the
museum and the Fuji Telecasting Co.,

of Tokyo. Kosso was invited to submit
an entry for the Second Henry Moore

grand prize exhibition, to open at the

museum on July 4. Five countries
were asked to send an original work of

abstract sculpture, for which the grand

prize offered is 4 million yen. A special

distinction prize of 2 million yen, and

several distinction prizes of 1 million

yen, will be awarded. The museum

pays the expenses of transport and
customs clearance, and a remittance

of 500,000 yen is offered for each
work. If artists choose to attend the

exhibition, they must provide their

own travel expenses.
Kosso, 10 feet tall himself with

excitement, has chosen to attend. He
and his artist wife Rita Letendre will be

among the milling visitors for the

opening ceremonies and for the

Canada Day Celebration planned by

the Canadian Embassy in Tokyo. While

in Japan, they will be guests of

Gaston Petit, a Quebec printmaker

who has lived in Tokyo for several

years. Letendre, whose secondary in
terest is the cultivation of orchids, will

study flower-arrangement in a

Japanese temple.
Zen-West '80 is in an edition of two.

"They're twins, one for Tokyo, one for
Toronto," Kosso said. "I like to think of

them as a symbolic tie between
countries." Now that Zen-West '80 is

on the move, Kosso is at work on his

next commission, Calgary Gate, a

sculpture designed for the new Calgary

Tower of Nova Corporation. It will be
installed in 1982.

The Hakone Open Air Museum,

inaugurated in 1969 by the Fuji-Sankei

Group, is ringed by the Hakone

Mountains. Its grassy park holds a

sculpture collection of extraordinary

scope and importance, including

several Henry Moores. The range is
wide, from such masters as Rodin,

Picasso, Brancusi, Jean Tinguely, Miro

and Calder to a selection by contem
porary Japanese sculptors. The instal

lation of Zen-West represents the first

Canadian sculpture at the museum.

Kay Kritzwiser
The Globe and Mail, Toronto

May 29, 1981.
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Zen-West '80.

From the Second Henry Moore Grand
Prize Exhibition:

Very simply, this is a work with three

gleaming dull-silver stainless-steel
pillars piled on top of each other. The

pillars are stood on each other in such

a way to give the unsettling feeling
that if the balance were to change

ever so slightly, the whole thing would

come tumbling down in an instant.
The artist has used the work, Zen,

in the title of his work. Perhaps the

artist sees oriental mysticism in view

ing the stability within instability. I

thought of the stone garden, at

Ryoan-ji temple in Kyoto when I first

saw this work. In that garden,

surrounded by an earthen wall, one is

aware of an elemental arrangement of

15 large and small stones in the midst
of a surface spread with white sand.
But for the stones, not one tree, not

even a blade of grass is present. One

is never bored looking at that arrange
ment of stones containing both the

rational and the irrational. The scenery

beyond the earthen wall is a wonderful
part of the whole garden.

Kosso Eloul's work, when compared

to the garden at Ryoan-ji, has a pure

simplicity; it is beautifully balanced
with the natural surroundings at

Hakone. If the pillars were even a little

bigger or smaller, the connection with
nature would be broken. Eloul's work

achieves a splendid harmony.

Konosuke Hino, Art Critic
The Sankei Shimbun.

July 10, 1981

Zen West 1980 Hakone Open Air Museum, Japan



Birthdays can be Fun,
especially if you are turning 300!

Pondering such a significant event 

Kingston's tercentenary - on a dull,

rainy day in November 1971, I gazed

from my office window at our newly
renovated City Hall. Here, from

Kingston's adolescence, 130 years

ago, stood a legacy of beauty and
charm. I wondered what the citizens

of Kingston had done to celebrate
their community's 100th and 200th

birthdays. I mused, "Wouldn't it be

interesting if we could commemorate

our 300th with something magnificent

like this building, that would span
future centuries so when the 400th

and 500th rolled around, the citizens
would know what we did to mark our

tercentenary in 19737"

Remembering the many pieces of

outdoor sculpture I had seen in Europe,
sculpture that had endured for

centuries, I decided to approach the

three senior governments, the
Province of Ontario, the Province of
Quebec and the Federal Government

of Canada, seeking each to commis-

sion a piece of outdoor sculpture to

mark this important anniversary after

much support from many interested

parties, my idea became reality.

Kosso Eloul was chosen by a jury
set up by the Premier of Ontario. His

piece "Time" was the first finished

and became an instant controversy.

Today, it soars in majestic splendour,

no longer a controversy but an

accepted and loved part of our water

front. The first decade has flown by
and "Time" has posed for thousands

of photographs, witnessed marriages,

picnics and late night love in bloom.
Kosso's bold statement "Time"

celebrates Kingston's tercentenary. It
lives not only on the waterfront but in

the minds of many Canadians. It

patiently awaits future generations to
fulfill its destiny.

Michael Davies, Publisher

The Whig Standard

Kingston, Ontario
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Meeting Place 1984 model

A Few Words

My work is subjective but through restraint by being selective my work distills the

essence of my subject and thus becomes "Public."

Geometry is eternal and elemental in nature, it is most understandable and inter

national. I understand geometry intuitively and intimately, that is why I succeed to
infuse emotion into what is cold logic. My challenge is to make geometry sing, make it

love and make it human. There must have been a pyramid builder among my ancestors,
and that's the "builder" in me ....

In a way all my works have been autobiographical and the examination of life's

experiences. Complexity belongs to the subject matter. The sculpture itself is simple
and severe, reduced to bare essentials, concise and compact. It must act on the

memory like an inspired logo does, and do so with great refinement.

The key to my work is motion. My problem is: achieving motion by negation of

movement. A non-mobile, non-physical, "all-in-the-mind" motion. My preoccupation
with the potential as well as with illusions of motion stems from my feeling that the

anticipatory moment before the explosion is greater, sharper, than the explosion
experience; same with the "static" moment just before the trapeze swings back; the

moment before the volcano's eruption; the instant of silence before the orchestra hits

the audience, a breath-taking moment of anticipation.

Kosso, 1984.

Professional Activities

Born in Russia, raised in Israel. Studied

at the Chicago Art Institute 1939-43.
Came to Canada in the summer of 1964

at the invitation of the "International

Sculpture Symposium in Montreal:'
settled in Toronto in 1969.

Listed:

Canadian Who's Who, University of

Toronto Press, The National Gallery
Archives, Ottawa; "Who's Who in the

World:' Marquis; "Dictionary of

International Biography:' London,

England; "Who's Who in American

Art:' Cattel; "Encyclopaedia Judaica:'
Jerusalem; "Dictionary of Modern Art:'

Paris, and .others.
Member

The Royal Canadian Academy (1974);

Honorary Fellow, Royal Academy of Fine

Art, The Hague (19781; Academia
Tiberina, Rome (Honorary 19621,

Art and The Community Institute; The

School for Social Research, New York

(Advisory Board, 1977-onl.
Prizes (Partial List)

2nd Henry Moore International

Sculpture Competition and Exhibit,

Hakone, Japan, 2nd prize and acquisi

tion of "Zen-West" 1981; Mexico City
Medal of Achievement - 1978; The

Canada Council Senior Art Fellowship.

Prize Jury Service

Ottawa - The Olympic Coin Program '76

with Charles Gagnon and Gordon Smith
(1975); "The 37th Annual Exhibition of

Southern Ontario:'

Art Gallery of Windsor, with Pat Ewen

(1977); The Art Bank, Ottawa and others
Lectures

Numerous seminars and slide talks at

Art Schools and Universities.

"Sculpture and the Human Scale,"

talk given at the Los Angeles County

Museum of Art, Leo S. Bing Theater.

February 8,1968 commenting on
recent work, concepts.

"Scale: When is big too big?" Dinner

Lecture for the Founder's Society of
the Detroit Institute of Arts.

December 8, 1978.

"Public Sculpture:' Art and the
Community Institute, The Human
Relations Center of the New School

for Social Research, New York, NY,

1976, '77, '78, '79.

"Size and Scale in My Work"

International Sculpture Conference,
New Orleans 1976 and Toronto 1978.
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Special Projects

"The Canada Students Yearly Award for

Excellence in Design," (sponsored by
Letraset Canada.) "Eternal Flame,"

sculpture in honor of Centennial

Anniversary Weizman Institute

Scholarship Fund. "Kinor David,"
Israel's yearly award for drama and the
film arts. "The Nertamid" for

Yadvashem, The Jewish National

Memorial Mountain, Jerusalem.

Public Collections (Partial Listing)
Montreal Museum of Fine Art; Musee

d'Art Contemporain, Montreal; Art

Gallery of Ontario; The Museum of

Brendeis University; Storm King Art
Center; U.C.LA; The Lannan

Foundation; The Jewish Museum,

NYC.; The Smithsonian Institution;
The Jerusalem, Tel-Aviv, and Haifa

Museums and many other public,

corporate and private collections in
Israel, Europe, U.S.A. and Canada.

Bibliography

(254 listings) see The National Gallery

Archives, Ottawa; The Art Gallery of

Ontario Library; The Royal Canadian
Academy Archives; The Ontario Arts

Council; Visual Arts Ontario (VAO);

The Museum of Modern Art, New York;

"Arts Canada," "Art Magazine," "Vie
Des Arts," "Art News," "Art in

America," "Arts," "Forum," "Art

International," "Arts Magazine," "Art

Aujourd'Hui," "Landscape Architecture
Quarterly," "Art and Architecture."

"Meeting Place" 84

Once in a while a piece of sculpture

occurs that truly symbolizes the spirit
of a city. Such is the case with Kosso
Eloul's work for the entrance to the

new Crown Life Building in Toronto.
Located in the very heart of the com

munity, "Meeting Place" captures the

Ontario capital's energy both figura

tively and literally. the shining sides of

the sculptures thrusting steel forms
reflect the passing scene in a miriad of

shifting shapes and colours, ever

changing in the varying light of night

and day.

The work's title "Meeting Place" is

the original Indian name for the city's

location, thus in its design the sculp

ture compellingly joins the past and

the present in a spatial concept which

suggests the timeless quality of

Stonehenge. Kosso's monumental

sculpture contains the same energy
and driving force that mobilizes the

community. The poised power of its

two counterbalancing elements
suggests at once the harmony and

diversity that make up the city's

cultural complexion.

Paul Duval
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EXHIBITIONS

Manhattan 1971 New York, NY
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Shlosha 1974 Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto
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Group Exhibitions
Toronto 1982 Guild For All the Arts

Contemporary Outdoor Sculpture:'
"Solstice"

Japan 1981 Hakone Open Air
Museum "2nd Henry Moore

International Exhibition," "Zen-West"

Acquisition.
Toronto 1980 Harbour Castle Park

"Art Toronto 80", untitled.
London, Ontario 1980 The

Mackintosh Art Gallery, "The

Engineer/The Sculptor."

Israel 1980 "The Myth of Canaan"

Museum of Contemporary Art, Haifa
Toronto 1980 "The Centennial

Exhibition" The Royal Canadian

Academy at the Canadian National
Exhibition.

California 1980 Palm Springs Desert

Museum, "Milgo-x"
Miami 1979 "Art and Environment"

Commodore Plaza

Mexico City 1979 Museo de Arte
Carillo Gil, Instituto Nacion de Bellas

Artes, "Subterranea."

Ottawa 1978 National Arts Centre,

"The Sculpture Walk" Organized by

the National Capital Commission and
the Art Bank.

Toronto 1978 MacDonald Art

Gallery, Queen's Park, "Kobar"
exhibited.

Travelling Exhibits 1978 Sculpture

Canada 78, MacDonald Gallery,
Toronto and tour to Canada House

Gallery, London, England, Canadian
Cultural Centre, Paris, France and

Cultural and Information Centre,

Brussels Belgium. (Sponsorship,

Dept. of External Affairs, Ottawa).
Toronto 1978 York University," S/lO",

the 10th International Sculpture

Conference. Exhibited "Sculpture

Outdoors," monumental sculpture
"Inner City Gate" at the Toronto

Dominion Centre, "Free-Arch" at the

Harbourfront Art Gallery.

Hamilton, Ontario 1977 Art Gallery

of Hamilton, Inaugural exhibition for

the new building.

Montreal 1976 The Royal Canadian

Academy in conjunction with the '76

olympic games, Montreal,
"Spectrum Canada."

Montreal 1976 Museum of Fine Art,

"Forum 76," inaugural exhibition for

the renovated building, included

piece "Shlosha," was later acquired
by the museum. Musee d'Beaux Arts,
Montreal.

Hamilton, Ontario 1976 Art Gallery
of Hamilton, "Ontario Now."

Ottawa 1976 National Arts Centre,

"Sculpture 76." Exhibition of works
from the collection of the Canada

Council Art Bank.

Washington, D.C. 1976 "National
Collection of Fine Arts" National

Community Arts Program, HUD.

Hamilton, Ontario 1975 Art Gallery
of Hamilton, "Ontario Now."

New York City 1975 Pratt Institute,
"Sculpture 75." Invitational exhibition.

1975 "Collector's Choice," Long
Island University Art Gallery.

New York City 1974-77 New York

City Cultural Center, Columbus Circle,
"Manhattan II."

Newport, Rhode Island 1974

"Monumenta," Outdoor exhibition

selected by Sam Hunter.

Buffalo, NY 1974 Albright-Knox Art

Gallery, "Aspects of Canadian Art."

New York 1974 Marlborough~
Godard, "Thirteen Artists from

Marlborough-Godard"

Toronto 1974 Art Gallery of Ontario,

"Present Company." Inaugural

exhibition for the new building.

Toronto 1974 "Outdoor Sculpture"

at the Canadian National Exhibition,
"Oroc" stainless.

New York City 1973 "Sculpture - 3
New York Artists on Tour."

"Manhattan" (stainless, hll')
installed at the World Trade Center

and at La Guardia Airport. Project

organized by the New York City



Department of Cultural Affairs and

the Mayor's Cultural Council.

Brooklyn, N.Y. 1973 Brooklyn
Museum. "Hor," installed at the

museum entrance, 1 year loan.
"A Salute to Israel's 25th

Anniversary," Queen's County
Museum, Flushing Meadows ("Sela"
stainless).

Detroit 1972 Cranbrook Academy,
Art Gallery, "Sources III." Exhibition

curated by Sam Hunter.

Mountainville, N.Y. 1972 Storm King
Art Center, "Outdoor Sculptures
Indoorsu

Regina, Sask. 1972 Norman

MacKenzie Art Gallery, "Outdoor
Sculptureu

London, England 1972 Alecto

International (Bluecoat Gallery,

selected by Charles Spencer).

Toronto 1970 Art Gallery of Ontario,
"3-D into the 70's." This was a

circulating exhibition organized by
Anita Aarons.

Pittsburgh 1967 Carnegie Museum,

"Pittsburgh International 67."
Los Angeles 1967 Century City,

"Sculpture in the Open AirU

Los Angeles 1967 Lytton Art Center,
"California Artists in U.S. Museums."

Santa Barbara, California 1967

Esther Baer Gallery.
Balboa, California 1967 Balboa

Museum of Art, "Collector's Choice."

Los Angeles 1967 "California
Graphics," Ottis Art Institute.

Washington, D.C. 1967 "Geneva

Peace Conference Show," The
Smithsonian Institute Invitational

print "Shalom/Peaceu

Mountainville, N.Y. 1966 Storm King
Art Center permanent Sculpture
exhibition.

London, England 1965

Grosvenor Gallery, "Fifty Years of

Sculptureu

Detroit 1965 "International 65," at

the J.L. Hudson Gallery.

Paris, France 1965 Musee Rodin,

"Salon de Iq jeune sculptureu

London, England 1964 "Duality"
The Hamilton Art Gallery

Pittsburgh 1964 Carnegie Museum,

"Pittsburgh International 64."

Jerusalem 1964 Israel Museum,
"Art Israel." This exhibition was

selected by William Seitz, Curator at
the Museum of Modern Art, New

York and was shown in 17 cities in
North America

Montreal 1964 The City of Montreal

Permanent Sculpture Expo on Mount
Royal Park.

Tel-Aviv 1963 Tel-Aviv Museum,
"The Selective Exhibit." Exhibition

held in honour of the 8th UN ESCO
Art Critics Association Conference.

Vienna 1963 "Europaischer

Bidhauer Ausstellung." Galerie im
Griechenbeisel.

Israel 1963 "The New Horizons,"

11th Group Show, Museum Ein Harod.
Paris, France 1962 Musee d'art

moderne. "Expo internationale du
petite bronze."

Milan, Italy 1962 Tonnineli "Arte
Modernau

Italy 1962 Spoleto, "Sculpture nella
Cita 62."

London, England 1962 "International

Exhibition of Contemporary Art," The
O'Hara Gallery.

Tokyo 1962 "3rd International

Graphic Biennale."
London, England 1962 "International

Exhibition of Contemporary Art," The

O'Hara Gallery.
Tokyo 1962 "3rd International

Manhattan 1971 New York, NY

Graphic Biennale"

Tel-Aviv 1961 Tel-Aviv Museum,
"Modern Art in Israel."

Tel-Aviv 1960 Tel-Aviv Museum,
"Modern Art in Israelu

Holland 1959 Antwerpen,

Middlheim Park Museum, Inter
national Biennale of outdoor

Sculpture.

Tel-Aviv 1959 "The 50th Anniversary
of the City of Tel-Aviv"Exhibition,
Exposition Grounds.

Tel-Aviv 1959 Tel-Aviv Museum,
"Modern Art in Israelu

Venice, Italy 1958 "29th Venice
Bienalleu

Israel 1958 "The 10th Anniversary of
Israel Sculpture Exhibition." Exhibited
at the Jerusalem, Haifa and Tel-Aviv
Museums.

Haifa 1957-59 The Museum of

Contemporary Art. "Sculpture in the
Open Air." Exhibited on Mount
Carmel.

Israe11948-58 Founding member of

"Ofakim Hadashim," (New Horizons),
annual group exhibitions in the Tel
Aviv, Haifa and Jerusalem Museums.
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Shlosha 1974 Musee des Beaux Arts, Montreal
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One-Man Exhibitions
(Partial Listing)

Los Angeles 1984 LA Municipal

Art Gallery.

Toronto 1981 Gallery Guan.
Montreal 1980 Don Stewart Gallery.

Hamilton 1980 Art Gallery of

Hamilton, Ontario.
Ottawa 1980 The Wallack Galleries.

Toronto 1979 Koffler Centre of the Arts.

Edmonton 1977 West End Gallery.

New York 1976 Arras Gallery.

Travelling Exhibits 1976-77 The Art

Gallery of Ontario (Toronto) proJect,
"Artists and Their Work." Solo

shows: Art Gallery of Cobourg,

Sudbury and Simcoe.

Montreal1975 Marlborough-Godard,
Montreal

Toronto 1974 Marlborough-Godard,
Toronto.

New York 1974 Arras Gallery"

Montreal 1973 Galerie de Montreal,
Montreal.

New York 1972 Benson Gallery,

Bridgehampton, LI, New York
New York 1971 O.K. Harris Gallery.

Toronto 1971 Dunkelman Gallery.
Montreal1969 Galerie Sherbrooke.

Israel 1969 Gordon Gallery, Tel-Aviv

Los Angeles 1968 David Stuart Gallery
Toronto 1968 Jerrold Morris Gallery.
New York 1966 The Jewish Museum,

NVC.

New York 1966 Gallery of Israel Art.

Los Angeles 1965 David Stuart Gallery.
Montreal1964 Galerie Camille Hebert.

Rome 1962 Galleria Alliata

Israel1960 Gallery Rina, Jerusalem.
Israel1957 Jerusalem Art Pavillion.

Israel1957 Tel-Aviv Museum.
Israel 1951 Tel-Aviv Museum.



Korit 1971 private collection

International Sculpture
Symposiums

California 1965 Participated in the

"California International Sculpture

Symposium," held on campus at the

University of California at Long Beach
"Hard Fact 65"

Montreal, Quebec 1964 Worked the

summer on Mount Royal for the

"Montreallnternational Sculpture

Symposium," created "Optimax"
Berlin 1963 Worked the summer as

guest of the City of Berlin, in a studio
at the Akademie der Kunste and at

the "International Sculpture

Sym posium:' "Optimax"
Italy 1962 Worked the summer at

the 5th Festival dei due Mondi,

Spoleto "Scultura Nella Cita:' by
invitation of Curator Giovanni
Carandente.

Israel 1962 Initiated and worked at

"Form in Space:' the International

Sculpture Symposium in the Negev
Desert.

Jugoslavia 1961 Spent the summer

in the "Forma Viva:' International

Sculpture Symposium, near Zagreb
Austria 1960 Spent the summer

working in a stone quarry at the 2nd

Europaischer Bildhauer Symposium
at St. Margarethen, near Vienna.
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Gola 1974 Marlborough Gallery, New York, NY

Kobar 1969-71 private collection
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Duet 1974 private collection

Overleaf: Tri-Gate 1976 Azzas Gallery, New York, NY
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Massive Arches are
Huge Achievements

Hamilton - No glib choice prompted
the title Celebration of the Arch for

sculptor Kosso Eloul's exhibition at

the Art Gallery of Hamilton.

The Toronto sculptor believes that

from primitive man - who crouched

through tunnels into light - to the
visitor who edges through the arch at

the entrance to his exhibition, passage

signifies achievement.

"An arch is a public thing for private

experience," Eloul argues. "I think you

feel it's a big achievement to go
through the arch to reach the vista, to

have a sense of leaving discarded self

behind. The arch as a symbol is not

tragic. There's joy in it - that's why I
call it Celebration of the Arch."

Eloul has brought off that feeling all

right. The arch at the entrance to his
exhibition consists of the ends of two

huge cubes, each measuring six feet

across and separated by the same
amount of space. But the two tilted

cubes over the space slant so that you
must bend your way through to what
becomes a 3-foot exit; that reached,

you do straighten up with a sense of

important arrival.
From the entrance, 12 models for

sculptures either completed on large

scale or awaiting their day have been

installed in a narrow gallery, so

cleverly installed and lighted that they
gain surprising monumentality. The

shadows cast by the lights and the

reflections in the Plexiglas display

cases give the models splendor and
actuality.

Arches 1980 Art Gallery of Hamilton, Hamilton, Ontario

The arches tend to take on surprisingly
human characteristics. In "Arch for

Lovers," the massive cube secured to

the earth protectively supports its

leaning counterpart. "Centrecity

Gate," with stone carrying the weight

of stainless steel cubes, gives formid

able pause to the invader. The wrought
concrete model of ':.Jerusalem Arch,"
1964-what Eloul calls his "break

through" arch - has more than ordinary

symbolism. The stolid cubes brace the

weight of a third cube, which has been

split by unbearable tension, but has
withstood what would have been the

final, intolerable pressure. Eloul
conceived the idea for the arch in

1958, as his interpretation of the Birth

of Israel. For the 10th Anniversary
celebration.

"I see the arch as sculpture," Eloul

said. Although the arch has belonged

to all human beings - Neanderthal

man, Mayans, Aztecs and Incas, Kings

and bishops, the Roman military

giants who put up triumphal arches in

Rome, the grave of the Unknown

Soldier beneath the Arc de Triomphe

in Paris - it still has sculptural impact.

"For me the challenge is how to add

anything to what has gone before. My

arch is contemporary. 1 can't see how

any of us can ignore the concerns of

today. We live our lives like deep-sea

fish under fathoms of pressure, and it

wasn't always that way. I'm not a

sculptor playing architect. I'm a sculp

tor doing arches and sculpture."
With this personal level in mind,

Eloul has given his models the same
relationship to human scale that he

strives for in his big installations, like
his "Free Arch" 1976 at Harbourfront,
or "Constella" 1975 at the JDS

Building at Dufferin and Finch, or his

"Time" 1973 in Kingston.

"I suppose basically it's a matter of

emotion. I feel the arch belongs to the

street. I ask myself, "When is big too

big?" If you forget that you lose your
audience.

Kay Kritzwiser,

The Globe and Mail, Toronto
1980

Sculptor's Artistry Praised.

Kosso Eloul makes direct and powerful

sculpture. They range in size up to 8
feet and are in various materials;
metal, marble and concrete. Their

characteristic appearance is that of a

girder or semi-geometric monolith

which has been sliced and slightly

bent by some tremendous force. They
are absolutely fine.

Last week I wrote a top-of-column
review of Kosso's current exhibition at

David Stuart Gallery. Rather than ex

postulate Kosso's work at length 1

elected to make a verbal parallel of his

compact and vigorous style, to try to
approximate the sense of his work in a
few direct lines.

Ironically, numerous people accus

tomed to dealing with experimental
forms misinterpreted this review as a

cursory dismissal of the artist. Their

feelings are not without justification.
New forms (even a new form of

review) cause shock and misunder

standing, as every artist knows. Rather
than have an admirable artist suffer

for this, let me state my estimate of him
in conventional terms: Kosso's work is

mature, it is formally outstanding, it is
clearly a reflection of both our times

and certain unchanging emotional
values.

William Wilson, Art Critic

The Los Angeles Times
November 18, 1965
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Kosso Eloul

This Israeli artist makes his New York

debut with an impressive group of
painted and unpainted stainless steel

pieces sometimes combined with

concrete and polyester. Basic shapes

resembling chunky cannons squat in

the sculpture garden. In one instance

a large cylinder sits precariously on

the slope of a triangular volume.

Although Kosso is entirely absorbed

by the age of modern industry, the
dynamic force in his work finds

kinship with the primitive Stonehenge
structure as well as with a mechani

cally oriented era. His fundamental

forms symbolize the struggles between
man and nature. (Jewish Museum.)

Artsmagazine
Volume 41, No.1

November, 1966

"Kosso's" favourite material is also

stone, his aesthetics are pointedly

personal. By penetrating the massive
primary forms of his "objects" 

columns, altars, gates and menhirs

with sharp cuts - he strikes at static

and ancient concepts with the

dynamic gestures of the present.

William C. Seitz, Curator
The Museum of Modern Art

New York

Art Israel, Travelling Exhibit
1964

Kosso

Creates clean, streamlined space-age

sculpture that explores the nature of
force exerted and diverted to split

cylinders, to pry apart angles, to slice

The Jewish Museum 1966 New York, NY

and warp surfaces. It is steel, painted
at places of stress. Yet the forces it

explores have perhaps more to do
with ancient actions than with

modern technology: these steel

cylinders, slabs and wedges are
animated by willfulness, and a

cylinder split by a wedge contains old
memories of ax and wood. (Jewish

Museum)

Art News

Volume 65, No.7

November, 1966

Although Kosso's earliest works were
done in wood and stone, he has been

working in steel since 1964. The

pieces in this exhibition represent the

most recent development in his work,
his use of stainless steel, which is

painted and which, in some instances,
is combined with concrete or polyester,

The shapes his sculptures take are

simple geometric forms. Their simpli

city, however, is deceptive as the

sculptures are also aggressive and
intense. The forms are often violently

slashed and sharply cut into and all
contain within them the potential for

dynamic movement. For Kosso, stain
less steel carries tension in its very

being and his sculptures are an

expression of this inherent energy and
its impact on human civilization.

Sam Hunter

The Jewish Museum, New York, NY

November, 1966

Your very striking contribution to the

International Artists Project

sponsored by the Centre For The
Study of Democratic Institutions

arrived in fine condition. We are truly
pleased.

Lois A. Bingham

Chief, International Art Program
Smithsonian Institute

Washington, D.C.

April 26, 1967

Aesthetic Research Center

"The purpose of ARC is to realize the

concept of the artists' imagination in
an industrial context. Possibities for

new approaches to problem solving
than those trained in the scientific

tradition, and increased interaction
between the two is beneficial to both

groups as well as society at large."

From a Statement by
Aesthetic Research Center L.A.

Kosso Eloul (Founding Member)
December 2, 1967

Encounter 1966 private collection
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Anada 1974 Collection Artbank, Ottawa

When I talk about a toughness in

these artists' works, I mean a quality
that forces the viewer to strain his

imagination in order to experience

them; from the point of view of the

creator, toughness, I suppose, is a

sense of going over the edge, of

venturing into unexplored areas of his
own consciousness.

The Jerrold Morris Gallery is

presenting the filrst Canadian
exhibition of Israeli-born sculptor
Kosso Eloul (until Oct. 2). The steel
structures Eloul fabricates himself are

squares or rectangles that seem to be

split apart by a powerful natural force.

Seeing these works outside the

context of an art gallery would be

much like happening on the rock

which, as the Biblical story tells it,

Moses split by striking it with his staff.

it's as though a moment of violence,

the origin or purpose of which we are

ignorant, has been physically frozen
for us to wonder at.

The most interesting aspect of the

show are Eloul's sculptured

lithographs, which were printed at

Gemini in Los Angeles where he now
lives. On the outward white surface is

printed a lyrical line drawing, parts of
which are cut out so that the stiffened

paper is pushed toward the viewer.
The back side of this surface has been

printed over in a solid color which
cannot be seen except as a colored

haze reflecting on the silvered

backing. The result is a truly three

dimensional (or sculptural) lithograph
which uses the surface of the print

both for linear play and activation of

space. Color reflection heightens the
interaction of the two.

Art by Gail Dexter
The Toronto Star

September 14, 1968, Pg. 45.

I saw for the first time some works by

Kosso at the gallery in Montreal, in
1964. That same year the sculptor
had been invited to an international

symposium of sculpture on Mount

Royal. He was representing Israel.

One of the most disturbing and effi

cient pieces of sculpture of the whole

symposium was his; it stands like a

sphinx on the mountain.
It could be said that each work by

Kosso is a sphinx. They ask questions,

basically the same, but in a different

way each time. To my mind, Kosso is

asking, through his sculptures: "Is the

world as stable as you think? Can we

challenge the laws of nature? If I split

a block of granite or of metal, can your
mind heal it, can you see it as a whole

again? And if so, will it be the same

entity?" And in his most recent pro

jects for "earth sculpture," he asks a

different, although related set of ques

tions, namely: "How do you feel when

your outlook is becoming narrower

and narrower? Can you not see your

life from above or can you imagine

that it will open again on a promised
land?

For Kosso, contradictions are

inherent in life, they make things move

forward. Equilibrium is death. A split

in a block is an opening, an imbalance,

a question, sometimes a yell or a cry.

The gap could be closed again and the

status quo would remain. But as long

as it is yawning, there is a hope for a

new opening, for a change into some

thing else. If a block is sitting on
another one, both on a slant, is the

part on top sliding down (as it should

by virtue of gravity) or is it going

upward (as it could, if some energy
would lift it up).

Such ideas transcend the pieces of

sculpture, but they are nonetheless

derived from them by the viewer.
Kosso is first of all an artist: and that

includes, of course, the man of ideas.

But for a sculptor, ideas must be
embodied in actual creativeness, in

tangible objects. This Kosso does with

mastery. The size of things, their
volumes, their relations to themselves

23



Shalom 1964-66 Century City, Los Angeles Edition 1/3, Art Gallery of Ontario, Tororito 2/3, Rose

Museum. Boston 3/3, collection of the artist
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and to the environment are not imm.a

terial to the "message" that the artist
wants to convey. Even the colour of

the material can be very important,

not merely as an aesthetic component,

but as a means of making the state
ment clearer, more understandable or

more impressive.
His sculpture, like his three-dimen

sional drawings are opened questions,

and at times, very disturbing ones.

They are also statements of belief in

the dynamic forces of life.

Gilles Henault

Curator of the Musee d'Art

Contemporaine Montreal
Artscanada

December, 1969

Monumental Sculpture
at Century City

"The opening of this major outdoor
sculpture exhibition is a landmark, an

example of growing interest in art in
public places. 'American sculpture of

the Sixties: at the Los Angeles

County Art Museum, presented the
opportunity to show sculptural

objects too large to be contained

within museum exhibition space. At a

time when sculptors have the

technological know-how to create

monumental works, the Century City

ARC * show gives them the chance to
let these capabilities run free. More

and more artists, interested industries,

and public art appreciation illustrate

the need for the kind of opportunity

offered by this exhibition."
"Perhaps for the first time, the

casual passer-by, businessman or

woman, shopper and the art buff can

participate with sculpture in his every

day environment."

Henry T. Hopkins, Curator, Exhibitions
and Publications

Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

A Critical Notebook

Kosso's sculpture at Jerrold Morris is

not only worthy of repeated investiga
tion but, in fact, demands it. The fact

that the pieces are rather small, that

there are quite a number of them in the

gallery and that there is a repetition of

the blockiness of the sculptures with

their adroitly managed splitting, leads

one to feel a quite misleading sense of

familiarity with the work that can
come (at first exposure) close to an

impression of tedium.

My cavil is not really with Mr.

Morris's installation; on the contrary,

one is ultimately grateful for the

opportunity to inspect so many of-tQe
works and so many subtle variations
on Kosso's theme; it is more than the

nature of Kosso's work suggests that
an ideal show would be two or three

rooms, each with one sculpture in it.
In this way, it would be easier to see

that these blocks have not been lined

up in a series and split but that, on the

contrary, each piece has been a chal

lenge of its own in its peculiar sense of

residual energy and material unity and

has necessitated a heightened kind of
confrontation between artist and

material. This sort of statement,

however, makes Kosso's activity sound

dramatically expressionist and not at

all the sort of process from which
could come these clean, massive

objects, so free of any arbitrary detail

ing or clutter. It is the near paradox of
the fact that one feels that the raw

material of these pieces has been

powerfully and decisively dealt with

and yet that the finished pieces have

never-the-Iess an innate dignity and

private power that is partly the cause

of the enjoyment I feel for them.

In addition, they are full of curious

and interesting contradictions: they

have a monumentality, for example, a
heaviness, and this despite their size

but also despite the lightness and re

flectibility of the chrome and stainless

surfaces. The split has been imposed

upon the inert material of the
sculpture with the result that the

piece has not so much been divided

Opposite Page and Overleaf: Innercity Gate.

1978 Toronto Dominion Centre, Toronto
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into halves but rather has been given

the ability to project a sense of poten

tially forceful movement which could

apparently close the split. The result is

a strengthened feeling of the essential

unity of the original block of material.

Gary Michael Dault
Artscanada

October-November, 1968

Sculptor Kosso Eloul, now showing at
the Arras Gallery, works in a style

formulated by others. Kosso's is that
of minimalism. However, he doesn't

limit himself to the dogmatic minimal
ism of Morris, Judd and others whose

mutely challenging works first

appeared in the mid-sixties. He treats
minimalism as an international legacy,

a style of simple geometric forms
blended with the constructivist past

Canadac 1977 Civic Square, Hamilton, Ontario

and open to the influence of personal

temperament. Kosso's temperament is
somewhat that of a tease. He often

joins two metal rectangles, one
resting on the other. The possible

balance that might occur here is pre

vented, because the blocks are

sheared away diagonally where they

touch. The upper one seems to be

about to slip off the lower one. Of
course it doesn't. It is welded in place.

Still, a feeling of precariousness

persists.
In other sculptures a rectangular

pillar balances at an angle on the edge

of an upright one; or a circular form

pauses forever and for no apparent
motive as it rolls down a ramp. These

"impossible" feats of sculptural bal
ance and hesitation are alternated in

still other works with strange acts of

impingement. A squared pillar with a
sheared-away end stabs an upright

pillar, causing it to split near its middle
and tilt out of its vertical position.

Wedges slice part way into supine
sections of round columns; or columns

of the same kind balance on top of

wedges. Kosso's geometric shapes

engage each other in dramatic inter

changes. He seems to want to bring a
sense of the organic, almost a sense
of the human, to very inorganic

shapes and materials.
His sculptures are all very large

scale, thus his fabricating processes

take place in the factory not the work

shop. The catalogue essay by Arthur

Bardo says that Kosso wants to spirit
ualize his materials and processes to

produce the dramatic, even organic,

qualities which, I admit, they appear
to have. But I see also an unresolved

contradiction. I'm not sure that the

drama in Kosso's sculpture doesn't
owe as much to his "inhuman"

materials and processes as it owes to
associations with the natural world.

These abstract shapes interacting

with each other can be seen as just

that. I see spirituality in these frozen

events, these confrontations caught in

stop-motion, but I have to work hard
to see it.

Phyllis Derfner
Art International XVIlI/9

New York Letter

November 1974

The large geometric volumes of
Eloul's sculpture loom at one another

as though seeking the tenderest

places to touch, or come together

With a steadiness balanced by delica

cy. The separate forms that make up

each sculpture seem to hesitate
between melding into one another and

maintaining only the slightest amount

of physical contact. There are no

single masses in Eloul's sculpture, this
is all about meeting and interaction.

This exhibition dwelt mainly on

Eloul's monumental works. Although

there were small maquettes tucked

away in corners of the gallery, the only
real sculptural presence was Gate, a

three-piece model for a larger work.

Built of plywood and painted flat

black, it climbed to the ceiling of the

gallery. Unfortunately, the available

space did not permit Eloul to build a
structure large enough for an adult to

walk under, so some of its power was

lost. But monumentality was apparent

in photographic and diagrammatic dis
plays of his full-size work. Eloul placed

Time against the horizon of Lake

Ontario, where it gives the impression

of an interrupted dynamic in which

two rectangular blocks reach for one

another at a point 21 feet above

ground. Braha, in form similar to Time,
is made of brown Cor-ten steel and

was placed against the brown outer

wall of the Miracle Food plant in
Toronto, which had commissioned the

work. The two oblong sections of the

sculpture rise over the entrance of the

building and are angled in relation to
the doorway intensify the experience

of entering and leaving the plant.

Artnews

Exhibit Arras Gallery, New York
December, 1976

You Gotta Have Art

Dades' most controversial artwork

(reproduction ).
"To see or not to see." Here is the

cream of the county art crop, the

pieces worth a major detour to
see: ...

"Kosso Eloul "Kobrus" (friendship).

Douglas Road and S. Dixie Highway.
Takes time to appreciate the contrast

between the solidity of the shapes

and the precariousness of their

positioning ."

Ellen Edwards, Art Critic
The Miami Herald

July 23,1978
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The exhibition is titled "Art and
Environment" and includes artists

who for a long time have integrated

their works with architectural designs.

The show conveys today's abstract

art as a separate element blending
perfectly with architectural and en
vironmental elements to form one de

sign entity. All of the artists exhibited

possess a unique creative talent.

Art and Environment

Commodore Plaza

Coconut Grove, Miami
1978

Kosso (as he is professionally known)
constructs enormous metal forms

which are preceived as being heavy
solids. He arrived at the use of metal

for his sculptures after working first in
wood, then stone, then concrete. Each

was abandoned in turn, as it failed to

convey the sense toward which his

sculpture tended: a sense of the work

"happening" rather than having been
made. The effect is immediate and

powerful. The beautiful, almost

classically-sensed proportions of the

sculptures never quite relapse into
repose but continue to exercise
excitement because of their tensions

and threats of imminent movement.

They are metallic monoliths
impossibly balanced.

Detroit Institute of Arts

The Founders Society Invitation

to a Corporate Members Program
December 8, 1978

At the Koffler Centre of
the Arts (1979)

The exhibition of sculptures at the

Koffler Arts Centre displayed many
aspects of Kosso's art. The 25 pieces

ranged in scale from small maquettes

shown in the indoor gallery to
monumental pieces in the outdoor

sculpture garden.

Inside the gallery the small scale
models served as an introduction to

Kosso's ideas and his recurring
themes. Most pieces consisted of

simple, rectangular block-like

structures placed at angles to one

another on flat bases. The variety of
relationships built from one, two or
sometimes three units seem endless.

They lean, tilt, slide at different angles
to one another and form exciting

internal relationships despite the

simplicity of these reduced geometric
forms. At these sizes, the pieces of

brushed aluminum blocks are easily
manageable, may even be picked up
and examined from all sides.

For contrast, one large sculpture of
wood painted black, Maada (or

Proposal K) served as a focal point in
the room. The black colour and scale

gave it a dramatic effect in compari
son to the cool silver of the aluminum

pieces or the decorative appearance
of the ones in stone. Placed indoors,

Maada encouraged the viewer to

examine the piece more closely than it
would have been in an outdoor
context.

Perhaps the most exciting works by

Kosso are the monumental pieces which
awe us with their scale, yet are care

fully planned not to overwhelm. Often

they act as a mediator between the

viewer and the landscape or an

architectural background. Only one

example of a work this size was

erected. Shalom, 16' high, of corten
steel stands at the entrance of the

Centre on a raised ground. Consisting
of three pieces, its silhouette clearly
visible from a distance, Shalom is a

suitable symbol for the entire com-

plex, a Jewish community centre of

which the Koffler Gallery is one part.

If this exhibiton permitted only this

single example of a work the scale of
Shalom, there are at least half dozen

pieces of similar size and impact in

different parts of Toronto. Meet, for

example on Finch Avenue consists of

two blocks, seemingly precariously
balanced, over the entrance of a build

ing. The illusion that it is about to top

ple over, a momentary quality, is often

part of Kosso's sculptures. Braha, is
one of the suburbs, Rexdale, was in
stalled to enhance an otherwise non

descript building. Placed in front of its
entrance, it punctuates it and almost

becomes the entrance way as the

workers have to pass underneath it,

coming from the parking lot il')to the
building. Free Arch at Harbourfront,
Toronto, consists of two vertical

blocks, which in turn, effortlessly,

almost playfully, support a third piece.

Innercity Gate, in front of the Toronto

Dominion Centre, a complex of

buildings by Mies van der Rohe, acts

almost as an intermediary between

the tall perpendicular architectural
forms and the viewer. Block-like,

resembling the shape of the buildings,

Innercity Gate has angles which lead

to the vertical blocks of the buildings.
The exhibiton at the Koffler Centre,
then, was an informative and instruc

tive introduction to all of these impor

tant monumental pieces throughout

the city.

Julianna Borsa

Artsmagazine
February/March, 1980

Sela 1970-71 private collection

Overleaf: Subterranea 1979 Mexico City
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MONUMENTAL
SCULPTURE
IN PUBLIC PLACES
Sculpture Commissioned by
Local and Federal Governments
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Canada Gives Statue
to Mexico

Canada donated a huge obelisk steel
statue to Mexico City Monday.

Named "Signalos" the work of art
was unveiled at the traffic circle on

Ruben Dario and Campos Elyseos in
the colonia Polanco. The dedication

was attended by a group of city au
thorities led by Mayor Hank Gonzalez

and including Agustin Barrios Gomez,
Mexican Ambassador to Canada and

James Coningsby Langley, Canadian
Ambassador to Mexico.

The work by sculptor Kosso Eloul, a

Canadian resident for many years,

employs the "cor-ten" process which
keeps steel from rusting or corroding

under any atmospheric conditions.

Ambassador Langley said last July

the people of Mexico had donated a

replica of the Throne of Netzahual

coyotl to the people of Vancouver

during the bicentennial celebrations.
"The replica was placed in an out

standing area of the city in the

Vanhousen park," he said.

Langley said he recently discovered

the "Signal os" sculpture and decided

it would be appropriate for Mexico

City. He thanked city authorities for

having selected such a lovely setting
in which to place it.

"It will be a constant reminder of

our friendship and cooperation,"
he said.

Felix Arciniega

The News, Mexico City
Volume XXIX No. 158.
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Signalos 1978 Collection: Mexico City

Opposite Page: Barsi II 1976 Postal Terminal Building, 51. John's Newfoundland

In Mexico, a sculpture by Kosso titled

Signalos has been accepted by the
Mexican Government as a cultural

exchange between that country and

Canada. Signalos, shortly to leave

Canada by ship will be installed in a
traffic circle, Campos Elyseos and

Ruben Dario, in Mexico City and well
known to tourists because of its

nearness to the archeological museum.

Signalos is a 14 foot-high-shaft

fabricated of Stelcoloy self-weather

ing steel. A single column, the shaft is

split to form two wedges, each moti

vating a powerful force upward or
downward. The decisive tension is

affected by the shadows cast by the

sculpture as the day passes.

Signal os will be unveiled in Mexico

City at a ceremony in November.

Kay Kritzwiser
The Globe and Mail, Toronto

August 26, 1978

One Person's View

Defying gravity thereby forcing
motion on monolithic objects is the

artist's genesis. An excellent example

of this is "Signalos," it matches a

collosal mass and lack of gravity; a
liquid motion and welded steel against

each other. Sixteen feet of upright

stelcoloy is slit, right through,

diagonally at its midriff; the Newton

strained metal yearns to slide off its

support to rest (and death), but
instead an ineffable force draws the

metal upwards away from this world

of unreal restrictions. To the eye it is a

thing of structural impossibilities.

Adrian Blackwell

Highschool Student
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Meeting Place 1984 Collection City of Toronto



Zen West 1980 Hakone Open Air Museum, Japan

Overleaf: Time 1973 Collection City of Kingston, Ontario
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"Public" Art in Public Places

Much of the great art of history is

public art - art for temples, cathedrals,

government buildings. This is art that
expresses a society's style; it is also
art that all of society shares. It is
intended to endure and sometimes

does endure. Every healthy society,

including this one, hopes to produce
such art and leave it for the ages.

Kosso Eloul has brought that

element to the park on the lakefront in

the middle of Kingston. His sculpture
Time, in aluminum, concrete and

grass, does just about everything

public scultpure should do; it puts into

the setting the results of one

individual's personal encounter with
his materials and his art; it provokes

thought; it provides pleasure; and it
sets that particular human space

apart from all other human spaces.
It becomes, in fact, a landmark 

and this is, in a way, the most crucial
service of art now. Sameness is the

curse of our cities, particularly the

newest parts of them. Public art is the

only way to defeat that curse. The

park in Kingston is permanently

changed, and for the better, by the

presence of Kosso's art.

Robert Fulford

The Toronto Star

November 3, 1973
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This sculpture Salut was located at

495 Wilson Avenue for many years,

where it greatly enhanced my
previously owned Cleanol factory.
It was in 1975 that I commissioned

Kosso to create this work of art. I felt

it was important and necessary that

support be given to artists for pro

ducing monumental works, and if

possible, once produced, to have their
creativity and beauty shared with
others.

I chose Kosso.at that time, because
I was attracted to his work and I

respected him as an artist and as a

person of unusual creativity, sensitive,

sincere, dedicated to his profession,

as evidenced by his ever developing

stature. His work appealed to me
because it has a contemporary,

imaginative style. Abstract in form it is

never visually complicated. Simple in

design, a strong, honest statement is
always made.

In Kosso's "Salut" - simple but

sophisticated, understated but

powerful, these delicately balanced

rectangular shapes, juxtaposed one

against the other, pointing upwards
from earth to sky in a thrust of

strength, has to me, always created a

positive emotion. How handsome it

appears silhouetted against the

skyline. This work of art, art created
in our time, now has its place in the

Salut 1975 Ontario Heritage Foundation. Toronto

history of our time and becomes part

of our heritage.

It is particularly fitting that this
sculpture now stands at this entrance

to Ontario Place. It is a place of

imaginative beauty, a place of

entertainment, a place of enjoyment

for everyone.

Kosso, with all your talent and my
desire for perfection, we couldn't have

found a better place to accomplish
what we set out to do.

Marcia and I are indeed grateful to
Ontario Place and the Ontario

Government for helping make this
possible.

By accepting this gift, the artistic
achievement of Kosso's "Salut" has

been made available to the public for
everyone to enjoy for years to come.
We know that Marion and Saul would

have been proud to be associated in
name with this work of art, that will

live on in the future to give pleasure to
many.

Harry Klamer

Excerpt from the speech given at the
unvailling
of Salut.

Ontario Place, Toronto
1984

Opposite Page: Free Arch 1976

collection of the artist
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Shalom II 1978 Civic Square, Sudbury, Ontario
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Optimax 1964 Collection City of Montreal
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Canadac 1977 Civic Square, Hamilton, Ontario
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Onward 1984 model Opposite Page: Onward 1984 Canada's Capital Congress Centre, Ottawa





Two-is-One Ilmsbyl 1978 Collection:Town of

Grimsby, Ontario

Korbus-Friendship 1971 Collection: Dade County, Miami, Florida
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Purpose of Government Art
Effort is Getting it to Eyes of
Beholders

The rule of thumb and county law

requires that 1.5 per cent of the cost

of new buildings be used to buy art for
the edifice.

"Buying art for the county is one of
the best investments," said Metro
Commissioner Ruth Shack. "The

Fortune 500 invest in art. Why

shouldn't the county invest so that the

people can enjoy?"

The Stirrup Plaza art, by artist Kosso

Eloul, entitled "Friendship," (Kobrus)
explained Leslie Judd Ahlander,

coordinator of Metro's art-in-public

buildings program.
"Friendship," to Ahlander, also

means that more than 46,500 persons

each day - most of them in cars trav-

eling along busy U.S. Highway I will
see the sculpture. One of the basic

reasons for the county art program is

to expose more people to paintings
and sculpture.

Gayle Pollard

The Miami Herald Pg. 3.

August 18, 1977



Morningnight 1968 Collection City of Los Angeles

Silent Thunder 1967 Palm Beach Florida
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Morningnight 1968 Collection Crty of Los Angeles
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Architectural and Corporate Commissions

Meeting Place 1984 Crown Life, Head Office, Toronto
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Commissioned By
(Partial Listing)

Crown Life Insurance, Alan Rae Partner, Bregman & Hamann, Architects, Toronto,

"Meeting Place" '84.
Nova Corporation, Fred Valentine, Architect, Calgary, Alberta, "Nova Gate" '82.

Wilkinson Steel, Brampton, Ontario, "Metalon".

Shell Canada, Calgary, Alberta, "Teud" '78.
Miracle Food Mart, Steinberg's Head Office, Rexdale, Ontario, "Braha" '78.

Bridlebrooke Farms, Guelph, Ontario, "Homage" '78.
JD.S. Investments, Erin Mills, Ontario, '77.

JD.S. Investments, Toronto, Ontario, "Constella" '75.

Cleanol Limited, Toronto, "Ur" '75.

Swink Advertising, Marion, Ohio (E.M PeiArchtitect), "Toron" '73, "Zero-G" '73
Greenwin Ltd., Toronto, "Alar' '72.

Milgo Art Systems Inc., Brooklyn, NY, "Kobrus" '71, "Gomil" '71, "Korit" '71,
"Double You" '71, "Manhattan" '71, "Sela" '71.

Greenwin Ltd., Toronto, "Double You" '70.
J.D.S. Investments, Toronto, Ontario, "Meet" '69

Myfran-Bowman, Los Angeles, "Dual System" '68

Federal Steel Corporation, Long Beach, California, "Steelforce" '65.

Note: For details of sculptures, sizes, materials etc. see Biographical Notes.
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Eloul designs each commissioned

sculpture specifically for its particular
location, and for "Nova Gate," his

most recent work, noW installed in the

entrance plaza of the Nova corpora
tion's new headquarters in Calgary, he
used stainless steel to conform with

the thirty-seven storey stainless steel
tower. This is one of his favourite

materials; being highly reflective it

adds to the play of sunlight or to the

effect of artificial lighting at night. The

mercury-lighting is sensational on

Nova Gate at night, as it gives further

dimensions of life and beauty to the

work as well as an unexpected ele
ment of colour. The smooth surface of

steel is both tactile and sensual, and

brings the environment into play with

out mirror-reflecting it. The artist's

superior engineering ability is shown
in the placement of the forms and is
carried over to th.e substructure on

which the work stands, keeping in mind

the weight of the sculpture and assur

ing a substantial underground base.

Kay Woods

"Sculpture in Canada"

"Art West" Magazine Nova Gate 1982 model



Nova Gate 1982 Calgary, Alberta
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Shalom II 1978 Toronto Jewish Community Centre, Toronto

Alat 1972 Collection Greenwin Ltd, Toronto

Meet 1970 Collection: J.D.S. Investments,

Toronto

Braha 1976 Collection: Steinberg's Ltd., Toronto



Constella 1975 Collection J.D.S. Investments, Toronto
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Metalon 1979 Wilkinson Steel, Brampton, Ontario

Double You 1968 Collection: Greenwin Ltd., Toronto

Opposite Page: Innercity Gate 1978 Collection Toronto General Hospital, Toronto

Monumental object sculpture defines
a space and is contained within it,

becoming part of a total environment.

Arriving at a rapprochement is most

readily achieved by defining roles:

architecture is primarily functional (to
house man) while sculptures function

to engage the mind and the imagina

tion and to add a spiritual dimension

to the environment. Some sculptors
(like Robert Murray) believe that prior

collaboration is unnecessary because

actuality is different from conception;

it is preferable to wait and deal with
what is there rather than collaborate

with the architects at the design

concept stage.

"Monumental Sculpture," in the
plaza of the Toronto-Dominion Centre,

continues until September 4. The

seven large-scale contemporary
outdoor works illustrate the

relationships that obtain between

sculpture, architecture, and the public.

Kosso Eloul's Inner-City Gate was
conceived by the artist with the

building in mind. Through its weight
and mass, the sculpture relates to the
environment as much as to the

building by giving expression to the

drama of urban life; its shapes reflect

those of the rectangular buildings and
in another sense it would be a

metaphor for the architectural balance
of the site. But its successful inte

gration with the architecture (the

location dictates its proper size and

scale) is important as the participant

is able to relate to it comfortably.

For Kosso, sculpture is a capacity to

create a feeling, or in this case, a sense

of the inner city. He may get help from

the buildings or the site, and does in

turn give expression to them, but the

sculpture belongs to the individual

who sees it, even though it is sub

jective and private. A pleasing tension

is evoked by the defiance of the law of
gravity.

Kosso Eloul epitomizes the spirit of

internationalism that proliferated at

the Sculpture Conference. Born in the
Soviet Union, he studied in the United

States, lived in Israel and now calls

Canada 'home'. "Sculpture doesn't
need me," he has said, "but Ineed

sculpture." Through it, he is able to

reconcile the two conflicting parts of

his being: the emotional and the

intellectual. During the creative act
there in a harmonious interaction and





a work of significance evolves. Art is a

capacity, a language. "Every time I
create another work," he says, "I have
created another me." And it is that

other Kosso Eloul (and by extrapola

tion, all the sculptures that are re
creations of all the artists) that sits out

there in the plazas, and the parks,

along the waterfront and in the build

ings, and mediates between the artist

and the spectator by communicating

his feelings, his attitudes and his
world view. Kosso, like all dedicated

sculptors, is touching you each time
you experience one of his works.

It may well be that the kind of
human interaction that manifested

itself in Toronto between sculptors
from around the world, and the

beginning of a communication that

they established among themselves
and with architects, landscape

designers, the critics and the public 

based on a mutual respect for each
other's ideas no matter how incom

patible they were with their own 
could serve as a model for all

mankind, and might, hopefully, in the
end, save us.
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Pearl Oxorn, Visual Art Director

"Role of Sculpture in Environment"
The Ottawa Journal

June 10,1978

A lO-ton sculpture by Kosso Eloul

was dedicated recently at the Federal

Steel Corp., Long Beach. Vice Mayor

James A. Hayes and dignitaries from
the Chamber of Commerce and other

city groups were on hand to dedicate
the abstract monolith, "Steelforce."

It is formed from two pieces of steel
industrial beams, fabricated at the

Bethlehem Steel Corp. in San Diego.

It represents a change in concept from

his previous monumental works but

contains the same acute angles and
balanced tensions characteristic of his

earlier pieces.

Los Angeles Times
March 27, 1966

"Constella" '75

Kosso's "Constella" '75 gleaming

cubes stand up with authority to the

building ...
There at the entrance is Kosso's

perilously balanced trio of forms, each

Meeting Place 1964 Life size mock-up

exerting a calculated pressure and

testing of stress.

As remarkable as the geometric,

mirrored surfaces of the building
above it.

Kay Kritzwiser
The Globe and Mail, Toronto
1975

"Meeting Place" 84

Architect Alan Rae Partner, Bregman
and Hamann, Toronto

"I wanted to approach the Crown Life

commission with maximum simplicity,

keeping the basic elements to a
minimum needed to achieve my

effect. Sculpture can be grasped
immediately and the reaction is in the

blood, heart and guts - total. Then
comes the head and you ask why you

have reacted that way."
"I wanted it to be more than

up-to-date! It must be ahead of just

today. It is a comment on the
tenseness, the hardness in our culture
now - a frank directness in our lives.

It also embodies movement, hope and

celebration. There are questions in the

work, too, a searching and

questioning, just as we ourselves
don't have all the answers, and life

goes on.

The challenge for me was to create on

the smallest possible city core area on

a monumental scale a grand sense of
"Entrance." I truly believe that when

the viewer becomes a participant in

the completion of the concept of the
sculpture that's when the trio (the

viewer, the sculpture and the building)
triumph.

Kosso
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"It's just fantastic," says sculptor
Kosso Eloul. "Nowhere else in the

world could this have happened.
When we needed materials or

techniques that weren't available, we

worked directly with engineers,
chemists and physicists. They created

whatever we needed to carry out our
ideas." Kosso's technical advisor was

a research consultant for the Apollo
and Saturn moon projects.

Sculptor, Kosso, 45, is a strong

willed, aggressive and hard-driving

veteran of six sculpture symposia.

Long hours under the blazing skies of
Italy and his homeland show in his

tanned, lined face and hard frame. He

breaks easily into a broad, natural grin
that stretches wide a full black

moustache, and at day's end he is

eager to plunge into a night of

partying or spirited talk with his
friends.

His concrete sculpture with its deep

gash revealing innards of steel evokes
a sharp reaction of pain, exposure.
Kosso, like the others, refuses to

verbalize on the meanings of the
piece, but calls it "a comment on the

tenseness, the hardness, the openess,
the directness of our present culture."

Lawrence Allison

"The Art of Welding Talent Together"

Los Angeles Magazine
1965

Universities
University of Guelph, Ontario,

"Passages" '83.

University of Toronto, University

College Quad, "Equinox" 1980-1983.

University of Toronto, Scarborough
College, 1) "Free Arch" '76-84, 2)
"or '78, 3)"Cuboso" 69,4)
"Toro-Tora" '68

University of Toronto, "Homage To The
Bull" '79'82.

University of Toronto, St. Michael's

College "Zen-West" '81c82.

Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario,
"Time" '73

Fanshawe College, London, Ontario,
"Now" '71.

York University, Toronto, "Toron" '68.

University of Alabama at Huntsville,
"Alabam-U" '77.

Brendeis University, Boston,
"Shalom" '65.

University of California, Long Beach,
"Hardfact" '65. Hard Fact 1965 Collection: University of California. Long Beach, California
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Elmira College, Elmira, NY,
"Zarathustra" '62

University of Jerusalem, Israel,
"Mizrak" '59

Sculpture Gardens
(Partial Listing)
The Guild of All The Arts Sculpture

Garden, Scarborough, Ontario,
"Solstice" '81

The Vogel Garden, Toronto,
"Klausso" '81

The Patrick Lannan Foundation, Palm

Beach, Florida, "Silent Thunder" '67.

Storm King Art Centre, Mountainville,
New York, "Genesis" '64

International Sculpture
Symposium Gardens
Long Beach, California,

"Hardfact" '65

Mount Royal, Montreal, Canada,

"Optimax" '64.
West Berlin, Germany, "Spaltung" '63

Mitzpe Ramon, The Negev Desert,
Israel, "Horizons" '62

Spoleto, Italy, "Zarathustra" '62.

Forma Viva Kostanjevica Na Krki,

Jugoslavia, "Starik" '61,
"Sertsa" '61

St. Margarethen, Austria, "King" '60,
"Saint" '60.

Fountains
The Reford-McCandles Garden,

Toronto, "Fountain" '75

Beverly Woods, Los Angeles,

"Morning night" '68.

Note: For details of sculptures,

material, sizes, etc., see Appendix

Biographical Notes.
Whenever there are two dates, the

first date is when the sculpture was
made. The second is the date of

installation at the present location.

Sculptured Steel
With Roots In Earth

Kosso Eloul, the Toronto sculptor who

works almost invariably with steel in

tough or refined form, has discovered
that his sculptural drive may have its
roots in the earth after all.

His earth sculpture, "Now," recently

completed at Fanshawe College in

London, Ont., still levitates Kosso

several inches off the ground, because
it works so well.

"I saw it with snow on it the other Now 1971 Collection: Fanshawe College, London, Ontario



night. Beautiful. So is snow. I love it."
(Kosso, once-Israel i-based and a

Californian before coming to live in

Toronto, can afford to sing snow
praises like that.) His earth sculpture,
which he undertook at Fanshawe as a

demonstration in size and scale, is
undoubtedly of the elements.

It began from a flat piece of ground
near the college, but with bulldozers

and fill, a triangular mound of earth
was built as the base of Kosso's

concept. As the earth sculpture

progressed, Kosso kept in mind

problems in relating its bulk to human

height. Nine students worked out their

own projects with his earth sculpture

as the focal point.

The blade of "Now," painted yellow,
lifts up from its slot in the turfed earth

mound like a directional pointer to the
sky. The blade shoots 28 feet into the

air and is 45 feet in length. The mount

measures 196 feet long and its width
is 50 feet.

Completed, with or without snow,

on its instant-turf surface, the yellow

shaft cleaves the sky like a twentieth

century challenge. Kosso regards his
earth piece as a practical problem, but

its poetry finally overrides him.
"I see its relation to the earth as the

echo of long-forgotten experience

with plowing. Or as a child playing in

sand. I see it as movement, growing
out of the earth and then into the

earth. It's a celebration of many
things: of man and earth and sun and

shadows. Perhaps it's erotic in a
cosmic sense. Sometimes when I

walked around it, it meant a problem,

an untenable situation, something
that had to be reconciled. The blade is

painted yellow for caution. Or it could

be light at sunset. To me, it's man

made color in flight."
"Now," the Kosso sculpture has

been installed at Fanshawe College

with the assistance of a small grant
from Ontario Arts Council.

Kay Kritzwiser
The Globe & Mail, Toronto

November 25,1971
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Zen West 1980 Collection St. Michael's College, University of Toronto

Opposite Page: Passages 1983 Collection University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario
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The~budget was very~piiltea'a'lft~"M~
liked the sTte apd tlfe peop/~ *

mkch I simPrY tQok:n[y S~p~~:;;~
• <

"Fre~ch" from the Harbourfro~Art
Gallery in To[~nto, dismantled it and

created "Passagfts" (/33) - well, wi~h
steel you can cfp such things.
Someday, somehow, I'll resurrect

"Free Ar"Ch" (in ste§l/J for the perfecf';;:;:'*' .:.,
location.

!$osso



Dual System 1968 Los Angeles
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Kobar 1969-71 private collection

Overleaf: Solstice 1981 Metropolitan Toronto and Ontario Heritage Collection, at Guildwood

Sculpture Garden, Scarborough, Ontario

Equinox 1980-83 Toronto





Winter
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Kosso The Sculptor Meets
Kosso the limousin Bull

Kosso, the little 239-pound limousin

bull, came down the ramp of the farm

truck and took a searching look at his
namesake, Kosso Eloul, the Toronto

sculptor.

With the same degree of suspicion,
Kosso, a beautiful little animal with a

butterscotch coat and amber hooves,

posed for a photograph beside "The
Bull", a massive sculpture recently

completed by Kosso the man.

Several of us stood around watching

with considerable approval the three

month-old bull and the new sculpture.
Kosso the bull was noncommittal ...

at least, he didn't commit a criticism in

the traditional manner of onstage

animals. Kosso the man pitting his
weight against Kosso the bull while
photos were taken, was aware of the

honor conferred on him this day, for

Kosso the bull has some rather grand

lineage.
He was bred at Nordic Farms near

Guelph where full blood Limousin
cattle are raised under the direction of

Christina Baumann (Mrs. Lorimer

Massie) ..Born May 23, he is the son of

two full French-blood parents and a

great-grandson of a famous Limousin

bull, Email of France. Full-grown, he is
expected to reach at least 2,000

pounds.

With a flick of his long plumed tail,
Kosso the little bull went off in the

truck and Kosso the sculptor had a
look at the finished installation of his

latest sculpture. The Bull is a powerful

abstract interpretation of the energy
which propels this animal across a

field. The three-bodied sculpture,
fabricated in Hamilton of self

weathering Stelcoloy Steel, is
installed at Bridlebrook farm at Eden

Mills, the farm home of the Lorimer

Massies. It was commissioned by
Baumann, but before its permanent

installation, the sculpture was

displayed at York University for the

10th International Sculpture
Conference hel,d there in June.

Kay Kritzwiser
The Globe and Mail, Toronto

August 26,1978

Hommage 1978 Collection: University of Toronto





Alaoam-U 1977 Collection University of Alabama, Huntsville, Alabama

.. .Though we have not communicated

for many months I think of you both

often. In fact I'm able to carryon a

dialogue with you, Kosso, through your
sculpture, your presence is with me

daily; your work remains vital, eternal

and yet everchanging. The sculpture
has assumed a life and force of its own

~ unique, mystic and mythic.

Of course, your vision was such as to
create a work which was at once

personal and universal. So though we

have not seen each other recently, you

are yet with me in spirit ...

Jeffrey Bayer, Chairman, Art Dept.
University of Alabama at Huntsville
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Paradox 1966 Collection: Storm King Art Centre, Mountainville, NY



Free Arch II 1976-84 Collection: Scarborough campus, University of Toronto

Barsi 1969-71 private collection

Eloul's Works Invite
Imagination

Yes, Scarborough students, there i's a
purpose for those curious black

objects situated in various areas of the

Campus. The sculptures constitute a

portion of the works of Toronto artist
Kosso Eloul.

Eloul had a different perception of

what the sculptures represent. Eloul

suggests that the sculptures invite the

imagination of the viewer to exercise

itself. The basic meaning behind all

three geometric shapes is they are
active with inbuilt motion they are

"unexpectedly moving."
The main theme connecting the

four sculptures is a contemporary

language. The art represents our

concerns of today. The different

blocks balancing and leaning on the
other creating relationships and

surprises. Ultimately, it is up to the
viewer to discern his own meaning.

The "Free Arch" study is located in

the H-Wing. Eloul designed the

sculpture in 1976 and it was first
exhibited for the Province of Ontario

and the City of Simcoe on Lake Erie,

during the Canadian-American
Friendship Festival. The sculpture was

moved to the Harbourfront Art Gallery,

Toronto, and later to the Art Gallery of
Hamilton.

Valerie Alexander

University of Toronto

Scarborough Campus
March 6, 1984

Klausso 1981 private collection
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St. Michael's College is internationally
renowned as a centre of study in both

philosophy and theology. It has now
broadened its horizons to include art,
with the Malcove Collection endow

ment to the Pontifical Institute of

Mediaevan Studies and the recent

arrival of two sculptures by Toronto
artist Kosso Eloul.

Eloul's "Zen-West" was unveiled

in a ceremony last Wednesday,

coinciding with the Michaelmas Day
celebration.

The sculpture was awarded a

special distinction prize at the Second
Henry Moore Grand Prize Exhibiton in

Japan, and the identical companion to
the one here remains at the Hakone

Museum in Tokyo. Father Donovan

regards the sculpture as one which is
especially suited to its location. In his

words, "It enjoys a reciprocal relation

between itself and its space, each one

enhancing the other." Furthermore, he

says, "it serves as a bridge, a bridge
between cultures, between the city

and the University, society and the

Church. Its dynamic movement
toward the church accentuates the

Church itself, both its symbolic

meaning and architecture, and serves
to unite and contrast the Church,

the sculpture, and the natural
environment around it."

Eloul refuses to impose his own

interpretation on others, however

strongly he may feel, for he views
such an imposition as a severe
limitation on himself, his work and

upon others. His act of creation is one

in which he "gives life" to his models

and drawings, a process which is by
its very nature highly subjective,

intuitive, expressive, irrational and
above all, individual.

Eloul concedes his "Zen West 80"

is a highly symbolic work" yet insists

that "people will see it and bring to it a

wider range of feeling than I myself
am capable." Eloul is obviously an
artist who loves his work and the

creative process involved in it.

His use of geometric shape in
particular, he says, stems from the
fact that it is international, common to
the African, Eskimo, and hence
cannot fail to arouse reaction from

the viewer.

His greatest ability - and, as he

himself admits, his greatest challenge
- arises out of the very shape itself. It

is with these stolid forms that he

evokes movement, tension, and yes,

tenderness and aggressiveness within

the blocks. He says the sculptures are

"as precariously balanced as they

look." The viewer is tricked by illusion,

a "trompe l'oeil," into feeling that the

blocks are moving or could move at
any moment, in marked contrast to

the solidity of his materials.

His fascination with geometric
forms arose out of his dissatisfaction

with the human shape as an artistic

form. "There are certain subjects
important to me," he emphasizes,

"which cannot be adequately
expressed in the human shape. For

example, speed as we know it is a

particularly modern phenomena

which can no longer be equated with

the depiction of a man running, or a

horse at full gallop. My sculptures are

an attempt to be comfortable with this
age, and more importantly, to

Genesis 1964 Storm King Art Centre, Mountainville. NY

communicate with it."

He says he is particularly lucky with

modern architecture which is, if

nothing else, vertical, level and plumb.

"I am using the same elements

though I touch the irrational, the

emotional, the highly subjective
territory of expression. Architecture is

bound to be objective, logical,
functional - I have no such
constraints."

His enthusiasm is child-like, yet his

works are mature. Moreover, he says,
"It is very satisfying to see people
react to it, connect with it, meditate,

dream, feel, derive from it excitement

or serenity. There is a mystery in the
sculpture and that is what is so

appealing about the sculpture itself,

and in being a sculptor.

Alex Reford

University of Toronto

St. Michael College
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Kosso Eloul has exhibited in most

European countries, including an

outstanding success at the 1962
Spoleto Festival, and was responsible

for organizing the symposium at
Mitzpah Ramon, to which I have

referred. His sculpture has been seen
at the Hamilton Galleries in London.

Whilst his work has elements of

monumentality, it also has a rather

more personal nature, carvings which

are a mixture of aggressive, powerful

statement and delicacy. They are

invariably single, almost phallic forms.
He works on his materials with the

concern of a fine craftsman,

impressing his image on wood or

stone, rather than merely arranging
them. In this sense he is more the

traditional sculptor, less the

architectural designer. Whilst he has

contributed a number of important
public works such as the National
Monument in Jerusalem and the

"Eternal Flame" for the Memorial

Building, Eloul is basically concerned

with a very personal iconography.

Charles S. Spencer
Studio International

Volume 168, No. 856

London, August, 1964

Kosso Eloul's Drawings

There is a definite distinction between

Kosso, the sculptor and Kosso, the

draftsman: while his sculpture obeys

the laws of form, his drawings can not

be classified as descriptive, nor do

they bear any witness to the character

of his handwriting or to his specific
qualities.

All the drawings here exhibited are

recent works, and, through them,
Kosso shows himself an artist freed

from the laws of western aesthetics to

discover the infinite possibilities

offered by total freedom. The creative

act behind these drawings is ruled

from the beginning to end by impro

visation, so that the artist ceases any
further reference to model, form or

gesture. The challenge of final aim no

longer preoccupies him: creativity has
become a kind of realm unto itself

which poses questions, and within

which it is mainly line, symbol even,
which become an end in itself and

achieve independent being, now free
from past need to have any reference

to any formal factors.

The very speed of their execution

characterizes these drawings, which

therefore evoke the calligraphic art of

the Far East. This speed is in direct

contrast to the European tradition of

craftsmanship, and the artist's ability

to express his individuality in this way

is what establishes the quality of the
creative act and infuses into it the

breath of life.

Yona Fischer, Director
The National Museum
Jerusalem

Kosso Eloul, Israeli sculptor, required a
solution for the fabrication and

bonding of stainless steel to black

concrete. A solution to his problem
came from specialists in space

technology and heavy construction.

The amount of money and time

donated to solve the problem, while

far beyond the means of the

symposium budget, is not in itself

important. The importance is the

willingness of industry to become so
deeply involved in cultural

experimentations outside their normal

research and development programs.

Kenneth Glenn

University of California

Long Beach, 1965

"Sculpture means to me making an

object that carries its own energy
within itself - a dynamo that radiates
enough curiosity, awareness, interest

to stop a man in his tracks, stand in

front of it, puzzle it, be puzzled by it,

meditate about it, be happy he met it

or be disgusted that he met it. He will

glimpse a sculpture from a car so that

it becomes his own private property,
and he will want to stop and look more
closely, states Kosso Eloul.

Kosso is preoccupied with
tenseness and hardness. "I see them

as a way to look at life realistically. I

try to expand the potentialities of my

materials to the breaking point. And
the same thing with life. What can life
take?

"My progression with materials is

like a peeling off process. When

something doesn't give me what I
need, I shed it. At one time, I worked a

lot in wood. But one day I looked at it

and just threw it off and gave all my

tools away. My knowledge about

wood and stone is enough for a life
long career, but I can't use it anymore."

"I took to stone because it was so

static, so stable. The wood had a

feeling of growth to it. It was warm

and inviting, in the sense of being

cozy, but I had to give it up when it no
longer gave me what I was after."

'At the same time, I could get quite
good results in stone, with just a plain
chisel and hammer. But it reached a

point where somehow it wasn't

enough ... I needed more tenseness.

So I got the weight and solidity of
stone, which I still need, by using con

crete ... but concrete was not enough
so I tried combining it with steel. That

gave me intensities I couldn't get with

one alone .... My work now has to

look like it happened by itself, and not

that it was made by me or anybody.
That's why it's in steel."

I want it to be a 'should'sculpture. It
should break, but it never will ... if

you think it should open up, it should

close up, it should then move on you.

It's also this potential of danger in the
sculpture that I'm after. It looks as if it

ought to crack up on you. In fact, I

have a great time when a collector or
somebody has to deal with the

packing and crating of these things.

He'll ask me if it's going to break.

That's good because it's on the
tension point."

"I do not necessarily work on large
pieces. In my mind, scale counts, not

size. It depends where a work is to go.
I always relate to human size. I'm

careful not to go beyond a certain size.
The largest work I have done is 27
feet high, 60 feet long, with 180 feet
of earthwork. I may try a piece at 20

feet - too large. Down to 15 feet,

right. Smaller, wrong. So I go back to
15 feet. I study the sun, the direction,

change during the day, the seasons,

the slope of the ground. All of these

things cause many different effects
and colors."

"I start with a small model, of clay,

styrofoam, cardboard. It's like doodling
on paper. I may end up with a dozen

variations of a shape. I have no involve

ment with the material. Some day,

when I feel like it, I go back and look at
them. I use myself. I am 'this tool' -

to gauge the effect. Once I have the
creation, the model, I take it to the

factory. (He has worked here with



North American Aviation Aircraft,

Federal Steel Corporation, Bethlehem

Steel.) It goes fast in the plant,

because they have the equipment. I

am a hell of a welder, but they are

better. Anvway, when you work, you
don't feel time."

One of Kosso's sculptures on

display at Century City is titled

"Shalom." "Shalom actuallv means

peace," Kosso says, "a thing that does

not exist except in sculpture." The
other is called "Hard Fact."

Interview

Sculpture Outdoors

Exhibition at Century City
1965

The use of stainless steel and

concrete is new to me. I have

experimented here with it with the
help of North American Aviation and

concrete suppliers and contractors 

people who know much, much more
about these two materials than I do.

The fusion of the two materials gave

me something that I could not have

achieved with either of them singlv:
the tension and the power of the metal

- hard, clear, tense and dynamic 
combined with the tremendous

feeling of weight and stabilitv of
concrete.

This is a monumental piece. It is 15

feet high - above ground - and six
feet below, which faced me with a

danger I wanted to avoid, that of

making a promiscuous public monu
ment. Nothing to make speeches in
front of and all that ... I want a man

standing in front of it to forget public,
forget groupings and be very much
alone with it, react to it and be

activated bV it - very privately.

Art and Architecture

Los Angeles
January, 1968

A Steel-Concrete Monolith

Kosso Eloul, creator of monumental

sculpture, finds monumental
satisfaction in his "partnership" with

industry.
"I studied at the Art Institute of

'Chicago from 1939 to 1943, and

received craftsman training in

sculpture. But when mv ideas grew

bigger, craftsman techniques with

mallet and hammer weren't enough.

There were questions allover me; I

could solve them onlv bV consulting

with architects and engineers."
"They, and the executives at the

top, were excited at new use of their

materials and intrigued bV structural

problems. Thev could envision

techniques immediatelv. These men

are very creative; they become

partners in the project."

For his huge work on the campus of

Long Beach State College where he is

taking part in the first International

Sculpture Symposium in the United

States, the Israeli sculptor is working
with concrete and stainless steel.

The work will rise on a green, rolling

slope on the upper campus facing the
lower campus. It will stand 15 feet

above ground and a white concrete

area leading to it will come to a point

at its base 6 feet below ground

surface, giving the sculpture a total

height of 21 feet.
"I wanted to approach the work

with maximum simplicitv, keeping the
basic elements to a minimum needed

to achieve mv effect. Sculpture can be

grasped immediatelv and the reaction

is in the blood, heart and guts - total.
Then the head comes. You ask why

you have reacted that wav."
Kosso chose the two 20th century

materials purposefully. The great
concrete exterior is slashed to reveal

shining stainless steel.

"The ability to withstand weight, a

feeling of mass, is expressed with the
concrete, but the sculpture must look

as though, if it were cut at any point,

there would be the steel, just as when

you cut your skin at any point there is
the tissue beneath."

Of stainless steel he says, "It is a

noble, unique material that carries

tension in its very being."

For help with the complicated

technical problems, Kosso consulted

Leo Gatzek, space research scientist
at the Space and Information Systems
Division of North American Aviation in

Downey. Gatzek was consultant for

the Apollo and Saturn lunar vehicles.
Of the work he is doing at LBSC, the

sculptor says, "I want it to be more

than up-to-date - it must be ahead of

just today. It is a comment on the
tenseness, the hardness in our culture
now. Unlike the ornateness of the

baroque period, there is an openness,

a directness in our lives. We are like

skeletons with our backbones

exposed. There are questions in the

work, too, a searching and questing,
just as we ourselves don't have all the
answers."

Kosso has discovered that the

sculpture, as seen in the scale model,

has become a magnet for people
excited by his concept.

"Sculpture is a way to communicate.
Man is born alone and dies alone. Even

with warm friends and beloved family,
he lives alone. But complete loneliness

is unbearable and that is good enough
reason to communicate. This will draw

kindred souls, just as I have seen work

done 500 years ago and have known
at once the artist was my kin."

"I am not interested in making a
decoration. I want an aliveness, an

awareness in the reaction it evokes,

even if the person doesn't understand

his feelings. I do not want anyone to
look at it and say, "Pretty, pretty," and

go away.

Elise Emery

The "Independent"

Long Beach, California

Kosso Eloul
David Stuart Gallery

With only the slightest of alterations
- a cut, slice, or gouge - Israeli

sculptor Kosso destroys the magnif

icent power of a solid steel girder or

cylinder and by so doing endows the

material with a new delicacy and

fragile balance quite alien to its

indomitable substance. The simple
masses accept the disfigurements

with grace and dramatic eloquence.

Resulting scars, painted white, black,

or brilliantly red, give emphasis to the

artist's impeccable surgery on basic

structures. Kosso projects a curious
satisfaction in the thesis that metal

and stone are not after all as invulner

able as prior associations might

suggest and through the use of simple
incisions, alters their character much
as castration alters humans.

Artforum, Review

Los Angeles
January, 1966

Kosso's sculpture, despite a superficial
resemblance to much of minimal art,
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proceeds from a very different

impulse. Or perhaps the blanket term
minimal is itself in need of consider

able redefinition. As currently
employed it covers a multitude of

intellectual sins. Let us rather say that

Kosso's sculptures employ no unne
cessary adornment, or alternately,

metaphorically, that his statements

posit no unnecessary terms (Occam's

razor having stayed sharp down

through the centuries). These works

remain within, indeed glory in, the
artist's role as "homo faber."

The beautiful, almost classically

sensed proportions of the sculptures,
never quite lapse into repose but
continue to exercise an excitement

because of these tensions, these
threats of imminent movement.

Kosso's work provides no simple

solutions. It provides instead hard,

clean, unyielding actualities: Para

doxes perhaps, but preferable to
cheap evasions.

Arthur Bardo, Art Critic
The Montreal Star

October 7, 1969
Exhibit: Gallerie Sherbrooke,
Montreal

The Razor's Edge

Kosso is a sculptor whose work tends

to inspire fancy verbiage from critics
impressed by its extreme intellectual
refinement and at the same time to

find acceptance by ordinary people

who sense its underlying humanity.

Both these qualities distinguish it

from the bulk of minimal sculpture to

which on first glance it appears to be

related. It is generative. It makes
genuine sculptural statements with

deceptive discretion but consistent,

persuasive vigour.
His well-established style normally

expresses itself in two basic patterns

which are capable of a wide range of
thematic variations. In the first of

these a rectangular solid is sliced and

one of the resulting components
shifted. In the other a pair or trio of

elements is permanently linked in a

relationship in which each improbably

but satisfyingly supports its mate. In
either case Kosso fixes a vital point of
balance that sustains itself at the

supreme pitch of mutual tension. The

shapes are geometrically simple, the

material (stainless steel) is austere

and the draftsmanship is impersonally

perfect, but the results are complex

and strangely warm.
Satisfying mysteries are perhaps

best left unexplained but, because

Kosso works on a large scale for

public places, several points may be

noted. Where experience and logic
teach us to be wary of big objects that

threaten to topple or slip, let alone to

snap shut like steel traps fit to squash
bears entire, Kosso's works almost

instantly begin to reassure and end

by entrancing.
The miraculously poised 18' JDS

high on the facade of an office

building causes no one entering the

door below to duck, though the eye

can discover no visible explanations of

what holds the projecting member to

its support. These equipoises stay in
place by an inexorable force of balance

that deliberately avoids the slightest

hint of kinetic displacement, state

ments as timeless and elegantly pure
as theorems.

Part of the credit for these effects

must be given to the superb precision

of their industrial fabrication, a pro
cess in which Kosso participates at

every step and which achieves the

exceptionally fine degrees of toler

ance developed for lunar rocketry, as

well as of subtly rounded edges and
corners that remove subconscious

fears of being cut without diminishing

the pristine force of geometric shapes.

But the results depend primarily on
the combination of the artist's exact

calculations with this finely-honed
and richly cultivated sensibilities.

The works suggest urban forms,

industrial technologies and the
tensions of an urban society in an

industrial age. But in representing
intellectual abstractions the works

retain a distinctive humanism in the

sure sense of scale and proportion.
Kosso, transforms an idea into three
dimensional terms that work with an

extraordinary variety of effect from

every viewing position, achieves a

rising movement. It is perhaps this
illusion in alliance with his extraordi

nary feats of balance that makes his

every piece miraculously defeat the

anticipated consequences of gravity.
These immutable, immaculate

presences establish their own environ
ments and not the least of their virtues

is the ease, not to say the authority,

with which they induce us to join them

in their improbably pleasing defiance
of all accepted laws of stability.

Theodore Allen Heinrich

"Artscanada," Vol. 156/157 1971

Sculptor Kosso Eloul

But I have to say that for me his
sculptures do not work on a small

scale. His pieces are all feats of

precariousness, a defiance of the laws

of gravity. A rectangular solid, for

example, is sliced diagonally and the

resulting components shifted so that

the top half protrudes over the edge of

the lower. Eloul has found just the
right point of balance so that this

disjointed rectangle remains erect,

inspiring feelings of mixed appre
hension and admiration.

Yet how much more powerful those

feelings would be if this sculpture

towered over some 10 feet into the air,
as do many of his architectural com

missions. There are some concepts
that absolutely demand size.

But one piece, a multiple in stainless
steel put out in an edition of 10, does

achieve the razor's edge effect without

being monolithic. It is a cleft rectangle

that rests with one half hanging over
the side of its plexiglas pedestal.

Joan Lownders
Art Critic

The Vancouver Sun

September, 1972

Born in Russia (1920), a rugged
cosmopolite who has lived, worked,

and exhibited in Israel, Europe, the

United States, Canada, and Japan ~

Kosso Eloul, professionally known as

Kosso, is a superb maker of sculpture
and prints. This writer first saw his

graphics in the outer gallery of the
Gemini G. E. L. workshop a number of

years ago. They were sculptured litho
graphs (lithographic sculptures?), in

which the artist had sensitively related

a delicately powerful lithographic line
to cut parts of the paper's surface that

were folded out slightly towards the
viewer. The back side of these folded

sections was printed in rich solid color,

which showed only as a wash-colored

fog reflected from a silvered backing.
Unfortunately, this effect of the



print would be difficult, if not

impossible, to reproduce. Kosso's

Eluding (Fig. 306) equally baffles the

eye, at first glance. It is aptly titled, for

the sculptor's three-dimensional,
stainless steel, monumental works

defy gravity, create unbelievable
tensions and paradoxes, and seem to

be frozen in time just short of splitting
asunder. Kosso admits to being

engaged in "a search for the capture
of the illusions, for the implied motion,

for potential movement in shape or in
line."

Jules Heller

Printmaking Today

Pg. 292,1972

There is ferocity and passion in

sculptor Kosso Eloul ~ the kind of
zest that Kazantzakis attributed to

Zorba the Greek. But there is a com

mitment to life and ecstasy in the man

that contrasts curiously with the work

that goes on display at Marlborough

Godard Gallery from May16 until June 8.

At first glance, Eloul's sculpture
seems cold; its minimal ism seems

grudging. Vast surfaces of polished
aluminum or stainless steel dully

reflect the northern winter. Huge

rectangles threaten to break away and

slide, glacier-like, into the sea below.

Over and over again, stone is parted

until it is on the verge of cleaving.

Large metal cubes lean precariously at

their very tipping point. Great diagonal
faults appear suddenly in the metal
and threaten to send the mass

hurtling down.

Returns to the Same Themes

Jules Heller, the former dean of York

University's Fine Arts Department
describes Eloul's art as "three

dimensional, stainless steel mon

umental works that defy gravity,
create unbelievable tensions and

paradoxes and seem to be frozen in

time just short of splitting asunder.

Why the seeming dichotomy between
the man and his work?

Like most artists, Eloul returns

repeatedly to the same themes. Like

the others, he is uncertain of the gen-
. esis of his ideas, but keenly aware of

their compulsive appeal. Eloul prefers

to regard them as abstract ideas that
he controls, rather than influences
that control him. His conversation is

about "possibilities rendered con

crete," "implied movement" and "the
resolved and the unresolved."

(But the verbalizations are window

dressing. There is too great a sense of

imminent danger, too much latent

anger to be so easily explained.)
There is also too much pride in his

icy monuments; too evident a refusal

to pander to public taste. His work
allows no ornaments, no graceful

forms to charm and seduce the eye.

His solid, sometimes stubby forms

seem to shout "Here I stand. Recog

nize my meaning or turn away. Your

understanding is not necessary for
my existence."

The mystery is soon resolved if one

understands that Eloul ~ equally at
home in Tel Aviv, Rome, New York or

Toronto ~ remains basically an Israeli.

His work reflects the paradox of a
Western state in the Levantine Middle

East. It speaks of imminent catastro

phe, of the danger of being pushed
into the sea. It teeters on the brink of

doom, miraculously defying the laws
of nature that would cast it down.

There is also the blunt Sabra pride ~

Eloul talks of having been "born" at

the age of 4 when his parents migrat
ed to Israel in 1924 which proclaims

his right to exist regardless of the
approval of others.

The great anxiety evident in Elou/'s
work is coupled with little taste for

compromise.

Sol Littman

The Toronto Star

May 10,1974

Called "Time" it is a two membered,

shiny, metallic sculpture by Kosso
Eloul situated beside the breakwater.

"Kingston is blessed by its presence"
she said.

Miss Cameron said that it was

Eloul's finest, that it had affinity with

the pyramids and that it was a sculp
ture for all times, all seasons and
therefore that it was timeless. "Its

great convergence of forms are like a

lovers' meeting on Kingston's shores."

Dorothy Cameron
Curator of the Outdoor Centennial

Sculpture Exhibit

City Hall Square, Toronto

The Whig Standard
November 15,1974

Sculptor Kosso Eloulleans on one of
his metal creations at the rear of

Marlborough Godard Gallery at 22
Hazelton Ave. Art critic Sol Littman

says his huge rectangles threaten to

break away and slide, glacier-like into
a sea below. Littman says there is

pride in his monuments; too evident a

refusal to pander to public taste. His

work allows no ornaments, no grace
ful forms to charm and seduce the

eye. But mystery is resolved when one

looks into Elou/'s background.

Editorial Caption
The Toronto Star

May 10,1974

Aspects of Cultist and
Ritual Content in
Contemporary Canadian
Sculpture

A number of today's public sculptures

stay close to ancient forms and their

cultist meaning. Stonehenge comes
unavoidably to mind in conjunction
with much of Kosso Elou/'s outdoor

works. The celtic megalithic shrine
contains numerous gates - a gate

being an invitation to enter a cere

monial path. Kosso's sculpture Time

at Kingston, on the shores of Lake
Ontario, must be considered as one

such gate. That this description is not

a mere art critic's conjecture is borne
out by a ceremony which I happened
to observe, in the summer of 1975, as

I was strolling casually along the lake

shore. A group of young men had

gathered to stage a mock wedding.
Accompanied by ritualistic chants and

dances, the couple, followed by the

cortege, walked under the sculpture's

converging slabs and into the lake. The

group can be seen in the illustration.
There is no need, I am sure, to burden

the reader with an interpretation.
True, the episode just referred to

may only incidentally be part of the

sculptor's intention.

Leo Rosshandler

Artmagazine Pg. 27
June, 1978

The Tenth International Sculpture

Conference will be held this year in
Toronto, in the first week of June.

Among those participating will be
Mathias Goeritz, Allan Kaprow,
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Richard Lippold, Henry Moore, George

Ricky, Phillip King, Louis Archambault
and Helen Escobedo. On this occa

sion, Kosso Eloul, the Israeli sculptor

who lives in Canada was a practitioner
of Minimal Art before the term had

even been invented.

When he was younger he took part
in the sculptor's symposiums in the

Negev Desert and Sankt Margarethen,
Austria, while in 1965 he was the

central figure at the first American

symposium in Long Beach, California.
Kosso Eloul, who works in concrete

and stainless steel, is a sculptor pur

sang. His works are so non-literary
that there is little you can say about

them. You see what you see. You see

that his constructions are really quite

impossible, defying the laws of gravity
and mechanics, but this is all you can

say. Nevertheless, they are incredible

creations, leaving behind them a deep

impression which is not easily eradi

cated. However simple they may be, it

is very apparent that they conceal
enormous technical problems. But it is

not the onlooker's problem. It is the
problem of Kosso Eloul, one of the

greatest sculptors of this era.

Joop Beljon, Director

Royal Academy

The Hague, Holland
1978

Sculptor's Works Defy the
Laws of Stability

Kosso Eloul, has gained an interna
tional reputation for his smooth
surfaced, monolithic works which

seem to defy the laws of stability.

Kosso's work is full of power, hidden

antagonism, and contradiction.
Huge glittering aluminum or stainless

steel blocks are juxtaposed to give

two opposing effects in an exhibition.
First the size and polished perfection
of the blocks overwhelm one with a

physical impact.

Then a second impression takes hold,

altering and adding to the first.

. Kosso plays ~ he tilts, splits, or turns
one or more of the blocks in each

sculpture until it appears as if it will

fall or slide apart at any moment.
He creates visible tensions within

rectangular blocks placed at angles
that seem about to pull apart.
And it is this tension and stress

contrasting with the huge, inert mon

umental blocks that poses an enigma

to the viewer while confusing his
sense of reality.
His small sculptures, often done as
three-dimensional "sketches" for

large commissions, show the same

geometrical precision and play of

tension in a more intellectual way

since the physical impact of sheer
size is absent.

But even with these smaller works,

there is the opposition of physical

appeal - a sensual, tactile effect 

that combines with the disturbing
tensions at play.

Kosso believes in dynamism, in an

ever-flowing energy in life.
He confronts the viewer, asking if the
world is as stable as we think, and
hints that it is not.
It is this intellectual drive to shake

people out of their complacency while

eliciting a response to pure beauty of
form that has made Kosso famous.

Born in the Soviet Union, educated in
Israel, and a Canadian citizen since

1964, Kosso expresses his disbelief in

equilibrium and the possibility of

agreement through his work.
His is an art of contradiction

and implication.

Lynne Peterson

The Brantford Expositor

Of all Kosso's sculpture, perhaps his

1973 commission for Kingston's
tercentary, "Time," is best known to

Canadians. Its impression is lasting:

two great aluminum rectangles

thrusting out of the ground, slanting

across the horizon. "Time's" energy

holds the viewer and seems to engage

him in a dialogue. It is an energetic
piece, "a dynamo that radiates" - like
its creator.

Gilles Henault, former Director of
the Musee d'Art Contemporain
(Montreal) has made one of the most

succinct judgments about Kosso's
works: "For Kosso, contradictions are

inherent in life, they make things move
forward. Equilibrium is death." Less

philisophical in another approach 
"How does he do it?" The forms he

creates manage to balance

precariously, creating a tension and

forcing the viewer to wonder how
such imbalance is possible. And yet

there is harmony.

His sculptures are much more than

mere geometric constructions. They
can, of course, be approached as de

sign, or as explorations in the use of

metal but above all they form a single

statement or metaphor about energy
and the forces that create opposition

and harmony in life.
It is possible, also to find these

sculptures disturbing. The 1972 stain
less steel opus, "Hor," comes to mind.

It is two rectangles, one securely lying

on the ground the other rectangle is

poised at a 43-degree angle on top.
Why doesn't it fall? The viewer's mind

tries to restore balance, but fails;
Newton is defied. A similar construc

tion has been placed even more

precariously and awesomely. Enlarged

to some eighteen feet, it hangs above
the entrance way of a building.

Metal imbalanced on metal in

maquette or large scale - all convey

energy and a sense that the viewer
must complete the work himself in his

mind. Although often polished and

smooth, Kosso's sculpture has some

thing of "il non finito," for he invites

his audience to make the sculpture

come alive, to make it happen as he
looks and to ask questions that are

both scientific and philosophical.

Marshall Webb

Exhibit Catalogue 1979

Koffler Gallery, Toronto

He came to Canada as an already

mature artist with a long listing of
international exhibitions behind him.

He has continued to exhibit widely

and has undertaken many major com
missions in Canada, the United

States, and Israel. His characteristic
work consists of box-like units of

painted or stainless steel, polished
aluminum, and stone. The blocks are

joined to one another, often at

eccentric angles and in visually

gravity-defying arrangements, an

edge to a place, one unit precariously
balanced on another. Their unitary

formation exhibits a strict modernism,

but a cheerful disregard of the inherent

logic of their structure and a delight in

disorienting the spectator's expec

tations of objects in space. Zen West

'80 (1980) (fig. 146), was made for a
sculpture competition at the Hakone

Open Air Museum in Japan. It exists in
an edition of two, one of which is in



the collection of the University of
Toronto.

David Burnett and Marilynn Schiff

"Contemporary Canadian Art"

Hurtig Publishers Ltd.
and The Art Gallery of Ontario

Pg. 153-6 rep. 155, 1983

Kosso's favourite material is stone, but

his aesthetics are pointedly personal.

By penetrating the massive primary

forms of his "objects" - columns,

altars, gates and menhirs with sharp
cuts - he strikes at static and ancient

concepts with the dynamic gestures

of the present.

William C. Seits

Museum of Modern Art, New York

Catalogue of Exhibit "Art Israel"

Travelling to 17 Museums in the
United States and Canada
1964-65

I saw for the first time some works by

Kosso at a gallery in Montreal, in 1964.

That same year the sculptor had been
invited to an international symposium

of sculpture on Mount Royal. He was

representing Israel. One of the most

disturbing and efficient pieces of

sculpture of the whole symposium
was his; it stands like a sphinx on
the mountain.

It could be said that each work by

Kosso is a sphinx. They ask questions,

basically the same, but in a different

way each time. To my mind, Kosso is
asking, through his sculptures: "Is the

world as stable as you think? Can we

challenge the laws of nature? If I split

a block of granite or metal, can your
mind heal it, can you see it as a whole

again? And if so, will it be the same
entity?" And in his most recent pro

jects for "earth sculpture," he asks a

different, although related set of
questions, namely: "How do you feel

when your outlook is becoming
narrower and narrower? Can you not

see your life from above or can you

imagine that it will open again on a
promised land?

For Kosso, contradictions are inher

ent in life, they make things move
forward. Equilibrium is death. A split

in a block is an opening, an imbalance,
a question, sometimes a yell or a cry.

The gap could be closed again and the

status quo would remain. But as long

as it is yawning, there is a hope for a

new opening, for a change into some

thing else. If a block is sitting on
another one, both at a slant, is the part

on top sliding down (as it should by

virtue of gravity) or is it going upward

(as it could, if some energy would lift
it up).

Such ideas transcend the pieces of

sculpture, but they are nonethless

derived from them by the viewer.
Kosso is first of all an artist; and that

includes, of course, the man of ideas.

But for a sculptor, ideas must be
embodied in actual creativeness, in

tangible objects. This Kosso does with

mastery. The size of things, their
volumes, their relations to themselves
and to the environment are not

immaterial to the "message" that the
artist wants to convey. Even the

colour of the material can be very

important, not merely as an aesthetic

component, but as a means of making
the statement clearer, more under

standable or more impressive.

His sculpture, like his three

dimensional drawings are opened
questions, and at times, very

disturbing ones. They are also
statements of belief in the dynamic
forces of life.

Giles Henault

Former Director of Musee d'Art

Contemporaine Montreal

Reprint from "ArtsCanada"

Kosso Eloul "Now"

An art intruding into space, sculpture

can be bewildering, for its principles
are less secure than those of painting.

Painting, being two-dimensional, plays
on the illusion of a third dimension, it

establishes a space of its own which

is separated from "real" space by its

geometric format, if not by a gilt
frame. It implies the presence of a

spectator who faces the work, and

who, at any rate, is the bearer of a third

dimension which is psychological (he

gives the picture a "meaning") as well

as spatial.
Sculpture is not only three-dimen

sional, it is situated in a space which

is simultaneouly imaginary and real,
since it is also the space in which we

move. Consequently, it is significant

that the majority of Kosso's sculptures

should take on geometric shapes,

apparently simple and pure, although
in reality frequently subtle, and that

they should seem to defy gravity.
These two characteristics reinforce

our impression of dealing with an
autonomous space system. On the
facade ofJDS Investments (1111 Finch

Avenue West, Toronto), a parallele

piped juts out at an angle of 450 with

the vertical and is suspended from the

house-front by the smallest of its

narrow edges. Outside Dunkelman
Gallery (Prince Arthur Avenue,

Toronto), a trapezohedron seems to
have come to a miraculous halt on the

slippery incline of a second trapezohe

dron. Inside the gallery, some small
scale models of Kosso's sculptures

can be seen. These give an idea of the

paradoxical geometry of the works, if
not, of course, of the qualitatively
different effect which their monumen

tal proportions produce in an open-air
environment.

Moreover, inasmuch as sculpture is

a part of our daily space, we often pay

little attention to it as we are mentally

not prepared to find a "work of art" in
the street. This statement is easy to

verify. Many people will admit to never

having noticed a particular sculpture,

placed in front of the very building

which they enter every day. Now,
Kosso, as it happens, not only has to

solve this problem like any other

sculptor, but he does not look for a

loop-hole, being, as he told me,
indifferent to artefacts which are

buried in drawers or hidden in private

homes. For him, any art, but

particularly sculpture, is a social

experience which should take place in

a public square and contribute to the

city's everyday life.
Kosso's answer to this new

challenge, a challenge which he does

not simply accept, as, in a sense, he

imposes it on himself, is to include the

element of surprise as far as possible.
If the sculpture is placed obviously, on

the top of a hill, for example, everyone
will see it, become accustomed to it,

but nobody will react to it as a work of

art. If, on the contrary, it is situated in

the hollow of a hill, those arriving at
the top will have the surprise of

discovering it. At the same time, it is

desirable that the sculpture should

change in appearance as the viewers

approach: a variation on the answer to

the same problem.
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Even at London (Ontario), where

Kosso's latest sculpture stands

(incontestably, one of his most

accomplished works), the flat site

would seem to preclude any effect of

surprise, and yet, such an effect is
achieved. In fact, as Kosso explains,

the car drivers on their way to the

airport take in the sculpture's strange

form only after a certain time-lag and

then, surprised, look after having seen
it. What is important here is that,

having created a sculpture which does

not proclaim itself as such, with none
of the conventions which point to the
artefact, Kosso does succeed in

drawing our attention to the work. We
register it as a work of art, with the
freshness of a look which is at first

disbelieving. Thus we are called on to
reeducate our numbed sensitivity.

A further characteristic of tradition

al sculpture, especially if it is displayed

in a gallery, is that, unless it is a bas
relief, it establishes a distance
between itself and the viewer, some

what similar to that created by a

picture. Andre Pieyre de Mandiargues
compared a statue to a snake which
mesmerizes and around which a

viewer circles at a respectful distance.
Kosso's work however, foils this

expectation, at least in part, since in

his case one may find oneself sur

rounded by the sculpture itself. It is
the work rather than the public which
becomes environment. Witness the

twin slanting parallelepipeds at
Greenwin Place (141 Davisville

Avenue, Toronto). Walking around
them, onecan see that the steel

surface directly opposite one is

always matt and does not, therefore,
include the observer in a mirror-rela

tionship as does painting. At the same
time, the lateral surface reflects the

surrounding apartment-blocks. Con

sequently, the viewer is, as it were,

enclosed by the sculpture, the apart
ment-blocks serve as a backdrop and

become an implicit projection of the

sculpture.

Moreover, Kosso's "monumental"

and "environmental" sculptures,in
addition to their inherent element of

surprise, offer the advantages of a

great variety of vistas. This is
particularly true of the London work.

Firstly we are in fact invited to climb

the work, if not to enter it, as a path of

white gravel, like that in a Japanese

garden, leads unto the mound. Also,

the same piece of wood can be seen

in, at the least, three totally different

ways, according to the viewer's
position. Seen slant-wise, it looks like
a kind of oar, narrow at the base

where it comes out of the earth, and

gradually widening. On the other
hand, from the front it resembles an

arrow, wider at the base and ending in

a sharp point. A third view is that of

the whole, where the shape of the

wooden blade is less important than
its relation to the mound from which it
soars. We have here a series of

metamorphoses, since it is always

possible to imagine further

intermediate stages each sufficient
unto itself. The piece of sculpture

appears as environment in as far as it
is the sum of the different "views"

which it offers, all independent: a

series of aspects on the whole

centrifugal (hence the advantage of

an absolutely non-figurative art which

allows greater liberty for associations
of the kind).

Each separate "view" enjoys a

privileged relationship with the space
it looks onto. Kosso's sculpture at
London refers first of all to two

elements: earth and air. It is from

these elements that the sculpture's

composition derives: the mound is of

course, of earth; it is covered by a

lawn and in this way connects with

the space around where grass has
been sown, only more freely. The

mound, then, both by its composition

(packed earth) and by its covering, is a
concentration of the terrestial

element.

The piece of wood, on the other

hand, points to the sky, to the open,

one might say, as Kosso has

deliberately not directed it towards the
buildings of Fanshawe College. Not

that there is any break between the
terrestial, chthonian element and the

element of air, but a natural transition

thanks to the ramp, a launching-ramp,

and the gravel path, a pier ... a pier

whose angle with the horizontal

ground is not contradicted, but

opened wider by the wooden blade.
On the December day when we

visited this sculpture, it stood out

against a background of a cloud
covered stormy sky, and in the wind

which swept over the plain, it swayed

gently back and forth.

If earth and sky are the chief ele
ments involved here, water and fire are

in no way lacking. A great variety of

sea-metaphors come spontaneously
to mind. The blade is made of the

plywood used for boats, the side-view

has the form of an oar, the path is a
jetty which leads to the open spaces

of the air, as do others to those of the
sea. The mound with the wooden

blade swaying in the wind is reminis

cent of a rigged ship sailing on the sea
of the plain. One is also reminded of a

bowsprit. Photographs of the sculp
ture, taken during its construction in
October 1971, show a frame similar to

a ship's bare ribbing. Finally, the

concrete weight buried in the mound
which keeps the wooden blade in

place changes the sculpture into an

iceberg whose continued mass we can
sense under the water-line.

As for fire, its presence is implicit

through other metaphors associated

with the air, a golden arrow, a rising
flame. It will be remembered that

Kosso is the creator of sculptures
entitled "The Eternal Flame"

(Jerusalem), or "Silent Thunder"

(Palm Beach). The vivid yellow in
which the wooden blade and the path's
border are painted is a "man-made"

colour, "not natural," as Kosso says,

the colour of a signal which cuts
across the other elements like a

Promethean fire. When snow covers

the plain, the sculpture "emerges" like

a great human body.
Indeed, one of the fundamental

aspects of this open-air sculpture is

that it follows the rhythms of the

seasons. Significantly, it is entitled

"Now," and like the gnomon of a
gigantic sun-dial, it tells none but the

passing hour. The reasons for

choosing wood and gravel, rather than

steel and concrete, are probably
financial. It was easier for Fanshawe

College to allot a small annual budget

for its upkeep rather than to pay a
much greater initial sum; but the

result is that the sculpture, needing
partial renovation from year to year,

will all the more resemble a living
organism and will live up to its title

and its function more fully.

Jean-Loup Bourget
"Vie Des Art", Montreal
Numero 67 Ete 1972

(Translated by Eithne Bourget)



Canadac 1977 Installation Hamilton, Ontario
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As part of its expressed program

Milgo Art Systems has sponsored
Kosso Eloul's recent exhibition held at

O.K. Harris Gallery in New York.
"Kobrus," "Gomil," "Korit," "Double

You," "Manhattan," "Sela," and some

MILGO
ART
SYSTEMS INC.

of the other sculptures illustrated here

and now available for acquisition or

rental through Milgo Art Systems
purchase and rental facilities.

Bruce Gitlin, President

520 Morgan Avenue
Brooklyn, NY. 11222
(212) 388-2607

Note: See illustrations in "Exhibits"

section II.
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Solstice proposal

Fabrication. Installation Embury Co., Toronto

Solstice model

For me steel bespeaks of human

intelligence. Steel evokes a feeling of

strength and respect. I choose steel
whenever I need an affirmation of

man's capacity to assert himself in the

face of nature and yet, in harmony

with nature. The endless versatility of

steel is exhilarating and dangerous 
it might make the horse ride the rider

- but when controlled it is pure

poetry of precision and purposeful

ness. Steel is always a comment on

the human condition. It is ingenious

and strong, but it also rusts and like us
all it needs love and care.

Kosso

The Engineer and The Sculptor

The Mackintosh Art Gallery Catalogue
London Ontario, 1977

Opposite Page: Meeting Place diagram
Inset: Meeting Place model
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Arch drawing Inset: Arch proposal

Nova Gate proposal Model Black Creek, Ontario
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

Kosso Eloul was born in 1920 in Mourom,

Russia, to a fervant Jewish nationalist (and a

dispossessed manufacturer and business

man) who dreamed of a return to the ancient

homeland and a mythical Jewish State, and

who lived to see his dream come true; and to

a cosmopolitan, cultured mother who

studied in Geneva, who switched to

Linguistics at the Sorbonne, and who

worshipped the Arts.

In 1924, the family arrived in Tel Aviv (pop.

5,000i. Father, together with a dozen other

dreamers, established Magdiel; an orange

growing village saying: "The Jews don't have

enough farmers" - he became a farmer and

sent his son to a kindergarten to learn

Hebrew. Later to study at the G imnasia

Herzelia and Mikve Israel Agricultural School.

He first studied sculpture at the studio of

Itzhak Danziger, Tel Aviv, 1938, then went on

to further studies. After a lengthy stop in a

terribly disturbed Paris, and the unbelievable

Worlds Fair of 1939, in New York, took the

bus to Chicago and enrolled as a non-quota

student at the Art Institute of Chicago

(1939-43) and attended lectures by Helen

Gardener, Zettler, and Frank Lloyd Wright in

his Architectural Workshop Series 1941, also

the night classes at the "Chicago School of

Design" under Maholy Nagy.

1943 moved to Philadelphia and exhibited

in the Philadelphia Art Alliance, invitation of

Clair Spector, Director; just before being

drafted as a British Subject to the U.S. Navy

(1944-45), honourably discharged 

returned to pre-Israel Palestine in 1946 (via

Egypt) and taught art at Kibbutz Ein Harod.

Having been trained in the Haganah, served

as a field corpsman in the Bilboa Mountain

range battle of the War of Independence in

1948. War over, settled and opened a studio

in Ramat Gan.

Appendix

1948-58 Jerusalem, Tel-Aviv "New

Horizons, Ofakim Hadashim" (founding

memberl; yearly group shows, the Tel-Aviv,
Haifa and Jerusalem Museums

1951 Tel Aviv Museum, one man exhibit.

1957 Jerusalem Art Pavillion, one man

exhibit.

1957-59 Haifa, Mount Carmel. "Sculpture

in the Open Air:' organized by The Museum

of Contemporary Art, Haifa, Israel.

1958 Israel: "The 10th Anniversary of Israel

Sculpture Exhibition,. "Travelling"; the
Jerusalem, Haifa and Tel-Aviv Museums.

Venice XXIX Bienniale

1959 Tel-Aviv: "The 50th Anniversary of the

city of Tel-Aviv", Outdoor Exhibition at

Exposition Grounds.

1959-60-61 Tel-Aviv "Modern Art in Israel:'

The Tel-Aviv Museum.

1959 Antwerpen: Middleheim Park Inter

national Biannial Exhibition, "Outdoor

Sculpture"

Jerusalem: The Hebrew University, "Mitzrak:'

Commission.

Lydda Airport. E7 A 7 Airlines Building
commissions.

1960 Gallery Rina, Jerusalem, one man
exhibit.

Jerusalem: The Jewish National Memorial

Mountain, "Yad Vashem:' "New Tamid"

(Eternal Flame I commission.

Austria: Spent the summer working in a stone

quarry at the 2nd Europaischer Bildhauer

Symposion at St. Margarethen ("King" and
"Saint")

London: worked at Wandsworth Stone Works

at Battersea on a stone sculpture "Duality."

1961 Jugoslavia: Spent the summer in the

"Forma Viva:' International Sculpture

Symposion, near Zagreb (carved two

sculptures, "Starik I:' 10' and "Starik II" 11'1

1962 Spoleto: Worked the summer at the

5th Festival dei due Mondi, "Sculptura Nella

Cita:' by invitation of Curator Giovanni
Carandente "Zarathustra" stone.

Rome: Galleria Alliata, one man exhibit.

Paris: "Expo Internationale du Petit Bronze:'
Musee d'Art Moderne.

Israel: Initiated and worked at "Form in Space"

the International Sculpture Symposion in the

Negev Desert (carved two sones 8' and 10' at

Mitzpe Ramon)

Rome: Academia Tiberina, (Honourary

membership).

Tokyo: 3rd International Graphic Biennale.
1963 Israel. "Israel's Selective Exhibit" in

honour of the 8th UN ESCO Art Critics

Associations (A.I.CAI at the Tel-Aviv

Museum.

Vienna: Europaischer Bidhauer Ausstellung,

Galerie Imgriechenbeisel.

Berlin: Worked the summer as guest of the City
of Berlin in a studio at the Akademie der

Kunste in the Hansa Viertel and at the

"International Sculpture Symposium of West

Berlin," near the Kongress Halle "Spaltung:'
11' stone.

1964 Montreal. Worked the summer on

Mount Royal for the "Montreal International

Sculpture Symposium;" created "Optimax"

(Optimism Maximum), 15' x 135' stone and

concretel.

1964 Galerie Camille Hebert, Montreal,

one man exhibit.

"Art Israel:' selected by William Seitz, Curator

of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Exhibit opened at the Israel Museum in

Jerusalem, then travelled to the Jewish

Museum, New York. Was shown in 17 cities

across the U.S. and Canada (three sculp

tures); travel 1964-66.

Pittsburgh International '64 Carnegie
Museum.

Mountainville, N.Y .. Storm King Art Center,

aquisition: "Genesis" (stonel.

1965 David Stuart Galleries, Los Angeles,
one man exhibit.

London: "Fifty Years of Sculpture:' Grosvenor

Gallery.

Paris: Salon de la Jeune Sculpture, Musee
Rodin.

Detroit. "International '65:' J.L. Hudson Gallery.

California Participated in the "California Inter

national Sculpture Symposium" held on

campus at the University of California at Long

Beach ("Hard Fact" '65, H. 21' from ground

trench, L. 135') stainless part fabricated at

north American Aviation in Downey, Cal.

1965-66 Artist in Residence University of

California at Long Beach, Los Angeles.

1965 Tamarind Lithography Workshop Print

and "The 3-D Print Series, "Gemini Ltd."

Long Beach, California: Federal Steel Corpora

tion, "Steelforce:' (H 12' painted steel I

1966 New York, Gallery of Israel Art,

New York, one man show

New York, The Jewish Museum, New York

outdoor sculpture court, a 9 week exhibit.

Mountainville, NY Storm King Art Center,

R. E. Ogden Collection, "Paradox" (painted

steel I

1967 Pittsburgh International '67 Carnegie
Museum.

Los Angeles: Century City, "Sculpture in the

Open Air"

Los Angeles: Lytton Art Center, "California
Artists in U.S. Museums."

Palm Beach, Florida: J. Patrick Lannan Founda

tion, "Silent Thunder:' (10' x 20')

Boston: Brandeis University, invitation of

William Seitz, Director of the Rose Museum

of Art (to install "Shalom II" and slide talk).

The Smithsonian Institution Commission,

"Peace-Shalom" for the Geneva Peace

Conference Art Exhibit.

1968 Los Angeles David Stuart Galleries,
one man exhibit.

Toronto: Jerrold Morris Gallery, one man exhibit.

Los Angeles: "Morningnight," gunite concrete

fountain, 128' x 80' x 60', Beverly Woods,
Commission.

1969 Tel-Aviv Gordon Gallery, one man
exhibit.

Montreal: Galerie Sherbrooke, one man exhibit.

University of Toronto, School of Architecture,

Artist in residence.

1970 Ontario 3-D into the 70's:' travelling

show organized for the Art Gallery of Ontario

by Anita Aarons.

Toronto "Meet" (18' stainlessl, J.D.S.

Investments Commission.

Toronto: "Double You" (11' stainless),

Greenwin Ltd. commission.

Toronto: Seneca College, artist in residence.

Elmira, NY. "Zarathustra" shipped from

Spoleto, Italy, to Elmira College and sited on

campus, a gift of the L. Kolker Foundation.

Toronto: Dunkelman Gallery, one man exhibit.

New York OK. Harris Gallery, (5 stainless

sculptures fabricated at Milgo Arts Systems,

Brooklyn). A one man exhibit.

London, Ontario: Fanshawe College (Seminar
and lecture series).

1972 Detroit. "Sources 111:' Cranbrook
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Academy/Art Gallery, curated by Sam Hunter.

New York Exhibit "Outdoor Sculptures

Indoors," Storm King Art Center.

Regina: "Outdoor Sculpture," Mackenzie Art

Gallery.

Toronto: "Alat" (6' x 14' x 4' stainless and

earth-cut for Greenwin Ltd., on Merton

Street.

Los Angeles: "California Graphics," Ottis Art
Institute.

New York "The 18th National Print Show,"

The Brooklyn Museum.
Ottawa: "The 4th Annual Printmakers

Showcase.

1973 New York: "Sculpture - 3 artists on

Tour," lal At the World Trade Centre. (bl La

Guardia Airport. Organized by the New York

City Department of Cultural Affairs and the

Mayor's Cultural Council 118 artistsl.

"Manhattan" (stainless, h 11')

New York: "A Salute to Israel's 25th Anniver

sary," Queen's County Museum ("Sela"

stainlessl.

New York: Placed "Hor" at the entrance of the

Brooklyn Museum (extended loanl.

Galerie de Montreal, Montreal One man exhibit.

Marion, Ohio: Swink Advertising Agency one

man exhibit commission for E.M. Pei,

Architects.

Kingston, Ontario: Won the competition and

was commissioned by the Government of

Ontario, to give expression to Kingston's

300th Anniversary (the historical capital of

Upper Canada) symbolizing the meeting of
the two cultures. Location: Where the St.

Lawrence River meets Lake Ontario on King

Street by Queen's University, Kingston

"Time" (h. 21' x 125' Alcan marine alloy

aluminum, concrete and earth)

1974 Toronto: Marlborough Godard, one man
exhibit.

New York: Arras Gallery, one man exhibit.

Newport, Rhode Island: "Monumenta," outdoor

sculpture exhibition selected by Sam Hunter

("Gomil" 11' stainless)

Buffalo: "Aspects of Canadian Art" at the

Albright Knox Museum.

New York: "Thirteen Artists from Marlborough

Godard, at Marlborough, New York

Toronto: "Outdoor Sculpture" at the Canadian

National Exhibition ("Oroc")

Toronto: Inaugural Exhibit "Present Company"

entrance of the Art Gallery of Ontario
I "Shlosha" I.

Member of the Royal Academy.

1974-77 New York "Manhattan '71," on

extended loan, entrance of the New York City

Cultural Center, Broadway at Lincoln Square

1975 Montreal Marlborough-Godard Gallery,
one man exhibit.

Hamilton: Art Gallery of Hamilton, "Ontario
Now'75"

New York: Long Island University Art Gallery,
"Collector's Choice."

Toronto: J.D.S. Investments, Commission:

("Constella")

Toronto "Up," fabricated for Cleanol Ltd,
Commission.

Toronto: The Reford-McCandles fountain

commission.

Windsor Art Gallery of Windsor, "The 37th

Annual Exhibition of Southern Ontario."

Jury work.

1976 New York: Arras Gallery, one man

exhibit.

Montreal: The Royal Canadian Academy in

conjunction with the '76 Olympics,

"Spectrum Canada."

Montreal: Museum of Fine Art. "Forum '76,"

Inaugural Exhibition for the expanded

building ("Shlosha"), (Acquired by the

Museum).

Hamilton: Art Gallery of Hamilton, "Ontario

Now'76"

Ottawa: National Arts Centre, "Sculpture '76."

(Canada Council Art Bank Exhibition)

St. John's Nfld .. Postal Terminal Building

commissioned by the Department of Public

Works Canada ("Barsi II")

Simcoe, Ontario: "Free Arch" Lynnwood Art

Centre, for the Canada-U.S. Friendship

Festival on Lake Erie, the Ontario Ministry of

Education and Culture through the Art

Gallery of Ontario.

Toronto: Steinberg's Miracle Food Mart,

Rexdale, head office commission ("Braha,"

h.24')

The Canada Council Senior Art Fellowship

grant.

Washington D.c.. National Collection of Fine

Arts, The National Community Arts Program

(HUDI Photo Exhibit.

New Orleans: International Sculpture

Conference (slide presentation).

1976-77 Ontario: The Art Gallery of Ontario

ProJect, "Artists and Their Work."
One man exhibits: The Art Galleries of

Cobourg, Sudbury and Simcoe.

1977 Hamilton Art Gallery of Hamilton,

Inaugural Exhibition for the new building.

Alabama: For the University of Alabama at

Huntsville ("Alabama-U," 12' x 12' x 24'1

Miami Dade County project at Dixie Highway

and Douglas Blvd., Coconut Grove,

"Friendship," ("Kobrus"l

Hamilton: Art Gallery of Hamilton competi

tion, Installed "Canadac" in the Civic Square

Edmonton: West End Gallery, one man exhibit

New York: Art and the Community Institute,

The School for Social Research, lecture and

panels (Advisory Board Member)

1978 Ottawa "The Sculpture Walk"

National Arts Centre, organized by the

National Capital commission and the Art
Bank.

Toronto: "Sculpture Canada '78," The

MacDonald Art Gallery, Queen's Park

("Kobar"l

London: "Sculpture Canada '78," Canada

House Gallery ("Kobar")

Paris "Sculpture Canada '78," Canadian

Sculpture Centre ("Kobar").

Brussels: "Sculpture Canada '78," Canadian

Cultural Centre ("Kobar"l.

Toronto: The 10th International Sculpture

Conference slide presentation and 3 panels

participation.

Exhibitions: "Sculpture Out-Doors," at York

University ("Homage."1 "Monumental

Sculpture," at the Toronto-Dominion Centre

("Inner City Gate") At the Harbourfront Art

Gallery I"Free Arch"l

Calgary Shell Canada Commission for head

office building.

Guelph, Ontario: "Homage to the Bull" com

missioned by Bridlebrook Farms 110' x 14'1.

Mexico: Recipient of "Medal of Achievement"

of Mexico City.

Mexico City: Cultural Exchange program

"Signalos '78," h. 16' placed on the edge of

Chapoltepec Park and (Reuben Dario, near

the Canadian Embassy).

The Hague The Dutch Royal Academy of Fine

Art, Honorary fellow

Detroit: The Detroit Institute of Art; lecture and

slide presentation to the Founders Society.

Toronto: The Ontario Society of Architects Slide

Presentation Evening.

Grimsby, Ontario: "Two-Is-One," commissioned

by the Royal Canadian Academy for the Art

Gallery of Grimsby

1979 Toronto The Koffler Centre of the Arts,

One Man Exhibit.

The Koffler Centre For the Arts, one man
exhibiton.

Toronto: "Art and Environment" Commodore

Plaza, Miami, Florida.

Mexico City: L'Arte Suberranea" Mused De

Arte Carello Gil

1980 Toronto "Centennial Exhibition" Royal

Canadian Academy at the Canadian National

Exhibition (CNE.)

Ottawa: The Wallack Gallery, one man exhibit.

Montreal: Don Stewart Gallery, one man exhibit.

Hamilton, Ontario: The Art Gallery of Hamilton,
one man exhibit.

Haifa, Israel: "The Myth of Canaan", Museum

of Contemporary Art.
Toronto: "Art Toronto 1980" Harbour Castle

Park.

London, Ontario: "The EngineerlThe Sculptor",

Mackintosh Art Gallery. (Exhibit and

seminarl.

Washington, D.c.. International Sculpture

Conference (panelist).

1981 Japan: "The 2nd Henry Moore

International Grand Prize Competition" (2nd

prize and "Zen-West" Aquisitionl.

Hakone, Japan: "The Hakone Open Air

Museum Outdoor Sculpture Exhibition"

Toronto: "Gallery Quan" Toronto, one man
exhibit.

1982 Scarborough, Ontario: "Contemporary

Modern Sculpture Outdoors", Guildwood
Park.

Toronto: International Sculpture Conference.

Oakland, San Francisco (panelist).

1983 Canada's Capital Congress Centre, The

Ottawa-Carlton Municipality Commission,
"Onward."

Guelph, Ontario: The MacDonald-Stewart Art

Centre, Landscape Sculpture Garden

I"Passages"l

Toronto: Taught a summer seminar at the Fine

Art Department, University of Guelph,

Monumental Sculpture, followed by students
exhibit at the Museum.

Toronto, Ontario: Installation at "Ontario Place",
"Salute."

1984 Toronto: The Crown Life Commission,

"Meeting Place" for Head Office at Bloor and

Church Streets. (A sesquicentennial

Sculpture ProJect)

Guelph, Ontario Heritage Ontario, Dedication

of "Salute" at Ontario Place.

Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery, Barnsdall

Park, one man exhibit.






